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GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY

BGGS Overview

BGGS istheBritannica
Gl ob al G e o gr aphy Sy st em,
a modular electronic
leaming system which
combines the latest peda-
gogical approach to geogra-goglcal aPproacn to gei

phy leaming with interactive multi-media
materials enabling students and teachers to
immerse themselves in exciting geographic
investigations. BGGS is made up of the following
components:

, Geographic lnquity into GIobaI lssues
(GIGI) Student DataBooks

o Teacher's Guides with Overhead Trans-
parencies in a three-ring binder

o Laminated MiniAtlases to accompany
each module

. BGGS CD-ROM with User's Manual
o 3 BGGS Videodiscs with Barcode Guides
o 3 thematic posters

This section of your Teacher's Guide will exam-
ine each component and demonstrate how the
components work together to facilitate some very
exciting geography leaming for you and your
students!

I. GIGI
Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues (GIGI)
is the foundation of the BGGS. GIGI is a series of
modules developed at the Center for Geographic
Education at the University of Colorado at
Boulder. The modules are independent of one
another and can be presented in any order.

They use an inquiry approach and are organized
around ten world regions:

South Asia

Southeast Asia

Japan
Former Soviet Union

East Asia

Australia/New Zealand / P acific

North Africa /Southwest Asia

Africa-South of the Sahara

Latin America

Europe

Each GIGI module is centered around a particular
question, such as "Why are people in the world
hungry?" and "Is freedom of movement a basic
human right?" The lead question is explored in
one region of the world, then, in most modules, in
a second region, before being investigated in
North America.

The modules can be used in geography classes, or
selected modules can be used in other courses,
such as Earth Science, Global Studies, or Econom-
ics. Twelve modules constitute ample material for
a full year's geography course. Each module is
accompanied by sets of laminated mini-atlases
which students can write on with dry-erase
markers (provided by the teacher), then wipe
clean to be re-used by the next class. This activity
works well with cooperative grouPs of students'



Each module comprises a Teacher's Guide in a
three-ring binder which includes Handouts and
Activity masters for duplication and Overhead
Transparencies; twenty-five Student DataBooks
(additional Student DataBooks available) and the
Mini-Atlases all packaged in a sturdy box
suitable for storage when the class moves on to
the next module. Since the Student DataBooks
are soft-covered three-hole punched, non-
consumable books, we recommend that each
student have a binder to protect them. BGGS
binders are available from Britannica, or you
might ask each student to obtain one at the
beginning of the course to keep the books in
good condition for the next group of students
that will use them. As the class completes a
module, you can collect the Student DataBooks,
place them in their storage box, and distribute
the next module's DataBook to be placed in the
student's binder.

GIGI print materials are organized in a unique
fashion. The Teacher's Guide explains proce-
dures to use in presenting the material found in
the GIGI Student DataBook. Miniature layouts of
student pages show the teacher how many pages
of student material correspond with a given
Teacher's Guide page. The Teacher's Guide
includes Activities and Handouts to be copied
and passed out to the class and Overhead
Transparencies to enhance each lesson. AII of a
module's Activities, Handouts, and Overheads
are located behind the third tab divider in each
Teacher's Guide.

The teacher needs to become familiar in advance
with both Teacher and Student material in order
to effectively engage the class in meaningful
geographic inquiries. There is a comprehensive
"Memo to the Teacher from the GIGI Staff" in
each Teacher's Guide which explains in detail the

goals and principles behind the inquiry approach
to geography learning.

The electronic components of the Bitannica
Global Geography System further empower
students and teachers alike to engage in mean-
ingful investigations. They are explained in detail
in the following section.

II. BGGS CD-ROM
The BGGS CD-ROM is a resource manager and
reference tool designed to help both teachers and
students get maximum impact from the
Britqnnica GlobaI Geography System. This CD-
ROM contains the text of the GIGI Student
DataBooks in both Spanish and English, as well
as Britannica's innovative geography reference
program GeopediarM all on a single disk. Here
are some of the ways you and your class can use
this software:

r When preparing to teach a module, you
can access the GIGI Student DataBook on
the CD to find which other elements of
the BGGS are keyed to that lesson. For
example, if you are teaching Lesson 3
in the Population and Resources module
(What is overpopulation and how is it
distributed?), accessing that lesson on the
CD-ROM will reveal that there is one clip
on the Economic Deuelopment videodisc
called "Population / Wealth Correlation. "
With this information, you can plan when
to reserve your department's videodisc
player to preview the clip and show it to
your class.

Furthermore, you will discover that there is one
GIGI mini-atlas activity related to this lesson, five
articles in the Geopedia database, ten entries in



Geopedia's World Data, five maps in the
Geopedia Atlas, and five learning activities in the
Geopedia BrainTeasers. You may want to assign
each student or small group of students a re-
search project using these extra resources to be
done over the course of the module, or you can
create a set of questions which the students must
complete using the information found in
Geopedia.

These activities can serve as a performance-based
assessment of what students have learned in
studying each module.

Since many schools have a limited number of
computers with CD-ROM drives available, you
may wish to devise a rotating schedule or sign-
up system to ensure that each student has a
chance to get at the BGGS CD-ROM. If it takes 15
class periods for a class of twenty-five students to
do one module, students working in pairs can
each have one turn at the computer if they
schedule their time at the outset of the module.
Using the CD-ROM's resource managing capabil-
ity, you will have a very good sense of what
resources you have at your disposal and how to
make the most of them.

. All GIGI lessons are indexed by word and
by key topic. If your class is studying food
shortages in the Hunger module, you can
key in the word hunger, and immediately
learn where else in the GIGI modules this
word or key topic appears. You can go
directly to those occurrences in the text. You
will also be directed to appropriate Geopedia
references and Brain Teaser activities.
Figures, Maps and Tables from GIGI print
modules do not appear in the CD-ROM.
However, the caption describing each of
them is part of the online text.

. If Spanish is the primary language of your
students, GIGI lessons can be accessed
and printed out in Spanish from the
BGGS CD-ROM. The BGGS Videodiscs
have a Spanish soundtrack as well.

III. BGGS Videodiscs
More than ever before, today's students are
visual leamers. The GIGI modules explore issues
and regions of the world with which many
students are unfamiliar. With this in mind, we
have produced three videodiscs, one to corre-
spond to each of three major strands we have
identified in GIGI: Earth's Enaironment and
Society; Economic Deaelopment; and Global Political
and Cultural Change.

These videodiscs, with English and Spanish
soundtracks, can take you and your class to the
parts of the world you are investigating with the
wave of a barcode wand. Your class will hear
how Amazon native peoples feel about the
exploitation of the tropical rain forests where
they live, wibress the eruption of a volcano, and
see first-hand the environmental disasters human
beings have brought about.

The Barcode Guide which accompanies each disc
enables you to access with a light pen or barcode
reader, segments which pertain to the lesson
being investigated. The Guide includes barcodes
in both English and Spanish. Teachers can use
the segments to enrich lessons, and students can
make use of segments to enhance a report or
group presentation.

There is a full-color poster to accompany each
videodisc cluster which engages the students by
asking "How do these images connect to you?"
The posters can provide a colorful springboard
for classroom discussion.
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Where in the world do you find
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The Global Setting of the Issue

Lessorr 1

Major Case Study: India

Lessorr 2

Lessorr 3
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\X/here do the religions of India come
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\ffhat is the nature of religious conflict
in Kashmir? 1.1.
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does Northern Ireland have religious

conflict? 20

'Sfhy 
does the United States have religious

conflict? 3L



: ;:.;:j;:ij*;j. Nlerrro to the Teacher :i?,r.:Y.rr#j,.{:;
.",,u,,,=,,', from the GIGI Staff ,,;;=;:if**';

Yow haue in yowr hands the GIGI Teacher's Guide. Teaching with
GIGI is a departure from teaching with a conuentional textbook. By
taking the time to stwdy this memo-about 30 minutes-you will
gain a good understanding of the kind of teaching that's needed to be
successful with GIGI.'We hope you haue a rewarding and enioyable
experience!

Goals

The three major goals of Geographic Inquiry into Global lsswes
(GIGI) are to help you teach your students the following:

1,. Responsible citizenship
2. Geographic knowledge, skills, and perspectives
3. Critical and reflective thinking

'We 
believe you can accomplish these goals as well as others by teach-

ing real-world issues. GIGI presents these issues with an inquiry
approach, using the information, concepts, skills, and perspectives of
geography.

GIGI and the Britannica Global Geography System

GIGI offers you two instructional modules for each of ten world
regions (Figure 1 on pages vi and vii). There is no necessary sequence
of modules; each one is independent, so you can use them in any
order you wish or put together smaller clusters of modules to fit your
needs. A leading question frames the issue of each module, and stu-
dent inquiry proceeds through a sequence of lessons, each of which
requires one or more daily periods of class time.

Color photographs at the beginning and end of each Student
DataBook graphically illustrate the topic under inquiry.

Modules typically begin with a broad introduction to the global
issue. Then, a major case study of three to four lessons examines the
issue in a real place within the selected world region. Students also
explore, usually in a single lesson, a comparative case study in a
different region, which gives a variant of the issue and a sense of its
global nature. Modules also bring the students "back home" to focus
on the issue as it may appear in the United States or Canada. X7e do
this because although North America is not one of the 10 GIGI

iv
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regions, frequent comparisons to North America throughout each
module achieve additional instruction on this "home region."

Each GIGI module requires from two to three weeks of teaching
time (10 to L5 class periods of 50 minutes) and contains a Student
DataBook, Teacher's Guide, and Mini-Atlas. These GIGI print mate-
rials are at the heart of the Britannica Global Geography System
(BGGS), which extends and enhances the inquiry approach to real-
world issues with a CD-ROM and three videodiscs.

The BGGS CD-ROM puts the text of the GIGI Student
DataBooks on line in both English and Spanish, then enables both
teacher and students to search the text by lesson, key topic, or
word to find the resources in the system that will enhance each.
GeopediarM, Britannica's multimedia geography program, is provided
in the CD-ROM for follow-up research. It features an atlas with
more than L,000 new maps, an encyclopedia with more than 1,,200
geography-related articles, statistical information on every country
from Britannica'World Data Annual, a chartmaker for creating
charts and graphs, a selection of video clips exploring cities and
regions, and an electronic notepad allowing teachers and students to
clip and edit text right on the screen.

Three videodiscs, designed to electronically transport students to
the regions of the world where GIGI case studies are focused, are
another part of the BGGS. The discs emphasize three major strands
of the GIGI investigations Earth's Enuironment and Society,
Economic Deuelopment, and Global Political and Cultwral Change.
Each videodisc has two soundtracks, English and Spanish, and is
accompanied by a Barcode Guide that enables teachers and students
to access the segments that accompany the GIGI lesson with a wave
of the barcode reader. A poster accompanies each videodisc to rein-
force the connections between your students and the issue being
studied.

A full explanation of the Britannica Global Geography System
components and how they work together is located in the BGGS
overview in the front section of this Teacher's Guide.



VI Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

Geographic lnquiry into Global lssues (GlGl)
lssues, Leading Questions, and Case Study Locations

South Asia Population and Resources

How does population growth
affect resource ovoilobility?

Bangladesh
(Haiti)

Religious Conflict

Where do religious differences
contribute to conflict?

Kashmir
(Northern l reland,

United States)

Southeast Asia Sustainable Agriculture

How con the world achieve
sustai no b le ag ricu ltu re?

Malaysia
(Cameroon, Western United

States)

Human Rights

How is freedom of movement o
bosic human right?

Cambodia
(Cuba, United States)

fapan Global Economy

How does the global economy
affect peoples and ploces?

Japan
(Colombia, United States)

Natural Hazards

Whv do the effects of natural
hazards vary from place to
place?

Japan
(Bangladesh, United States)

Former Soviet
Union

Diversity and
Nationalism

How do nations cope with
cultural diversity?

Commonwealth of
Independent States

(Brazil, United States,
and Canada)

Environmental Pollution

Whot ore the effects of severe
envi ron me ntal poll ution?

Aral Sea
(Madagascar, United States)

East Asia Population Growth

How is populotion growth
to be managed?

China
(United States)

Political Change

How does politicolchonge affect
peoples and places?

Hong Kong
(South Korea, Taiwan,

Singapore, Canada)

Matr ix showing ClCl modules.  Ceographic issues are in bold
and leading questions are in italics. Major case study
locations are followed by comparison examples in
parentheses.

Figure 1
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Geographic lnquiry into Global lssues (GlGl)
lssues, Leading Questions, and Case Study Locations

Australia/
New Zealand/
Pacific Global Climate Change

What could hoppen if globol
warming occurs?

Australia and New Zealand
(Developing Countries,

U.S. Culf Coast)

Interdependence

What are the causes and effects
of globol interdependence?

Australia
(Falkland ls lands, United States)

North Africa/
Southwest Asla Oil and Society

How hove oil riches chanqed
notions?

SaudiArabia
(Venezuela, Alaska)

Hunger

Why ore people hungry?
Sudan
(lndia, Canada)

Africa-south
of the Sahara Building New Nations

How ore notion-states built?
Nigeria
(South Africa, the Kurdish

nation)

Infant and Child Mortality

Why do so many children suffer
from poor health?

Central Africa
(United States)

Latin America Urban Growth

What are the couses ond
effects of ropid
urbqnizotion and urban
growth?

Mexico
(United States)

Development

How does development affect
peoples ond ploces?

Amazonia
(Eastern Europe, U.5. Tennessee

Valley)

Europe Regional Integration

Whqt are the advontages of
and barriers to regional
integration?

Europe
(United States, Mexico,

Canada)

Waste Management

Why is woste management both
a local and global concern?

Western Europe
(apan, United States)

Figure 1 (continued)
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The Student DataBook contains the following features:
o Memo to the Student from the GIGI Staff
o An overview of the key questions and places explored in the

module
o Lesson objectives
o Data presented in a variety of forms, including text, maps,

graphs, tables, photographs, and cartoons
o Questions
o Glossary
o References

Students are not expected to learn the GIGI curriculum through
the Student DataBook alone. Rather, they derive meaning from the
DataBook when you use the Teacher's Guide to work through the
curriculum with them. You may want to explain this process to stu-
dents. Point out that you will be directing them to caffy out various
activities that are not specified in their text but are important in the
sequence of learning.

Prior to teaching the first lesson, be sure students read the
"Memo to the Student from the GIGI Staff" and the two-page
overview, which gives the module's objectives in question form. Point
out the Glossary and encourage its use as you work through the
module, noting that glossary words are listed at the beginning of
each lesson. So that students will know what they are expected to
learn, they need to read carefully and understand the objectives listed
at the beginning of each lesson.

This Teacher's Guide contains the following sections:
o Preparing to Teach This Module, a synopsis of the module's

leading question, themes, and activities
o Module Objectives
o Number of Days Required to Teach the Module
o Suggestions for Teacher Reading
o Extension Activities and Resources

Most lessons include the following sections:
o Time Required
o Materials Needed
o Glossary Words
o Getting Started (suggested anticipatory sets)
o Procedures (for group and individual work)
. Modifications for older or younger students (in a

different type face, printed in color)
o Questions and Answers (shown in tinted boxes)
o For Further Inquiry (suggestions for extensions andlor

assessments)
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. Masters of Overhead Transparencies and Activity masters
and keys (located at the back of the Teacher's Guide)

Each module has its own accompanying Mini-Atlas, which pro-
vides four-color maps designed especially for use with that module.
The Teacher's Guide explains how to use these maps. No additional
atlases are required to teach the module, but large wall maps are
highly recommended for your classroom. In addition to the maps in
the Mini-Atlas, you will find numerous maps in the Student
DataBook.

Intended Grade Levels
'We 

believe GIGI enables you to probe global issues in various
degrees of depth. This allows for the modules' use both over several
grade levels (7-t2) and over varying lengths of time at a grade level.
The Teacher's Guides suggest alternatives for modifying instruction
for different grade levels where appropriate. The reading level varies
within each module: The Student DataBooks are approximately at
grade 9 level, but some extracts from other sources are more chal-
lenging. These extracts are important because they show students
that many people have contributed to the data, but younger students
may need more time and help to understand them. The Teacher's
Guides also include extension activities and resources that can maxi-
mize the grade-level flexibility of each module. Using the visuals
included in the BGGS videodiscs and the activities built into the
CD-ROM, you can further tailor instruction to your students.
Obviously you will determine whether particular lessons suit your
students' abilities. 

'S7hen 
a range of required teaching time is given

for a module, for example, 1,0 to 1.2 days, the greater amount of time
should be planned for younger students. If you believe a lesson might
be too difficult for your students, eliminate or simplify it. Rarely will
the elimination of a lesson render a module ineffective. On the other
hand, try to utilize the suggested extensions if the lesson does not
adequately challenge your students.

Issues-Based Geographic Inquiry

In order to foster active learning and higher-level thinking, GIGI
stresses issues-based geographic inquiry. Inquiry is essentially the
method of science and of good detective work: It poses questions and
proposes answers about the real world and it tests its answers with
rcaI data. Students do this with GIGI. Because this approach may be
different from what students are familiar with, you may wish to pre-
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Geograpbic Inquiry into Global Isswes

pare them by describing the process and its connection to the real
world. Also, their reading and discussion of the "Memo to the
Student from the GIGI Staff" will help them understand the inquiry
approach. GIGI is based on Frances Slater's inquiry activity planning
model (1993). To reach GIGI's goals, your students study specific
global issues by pursuing answers to geographic questions (Figure 2).
They answer these questions by analyzing and evaluating data, using
geographic methods and skills. This "doing geography" approach
leads to significant outcomes in knowledge, skills, and perspectives.
The progression from questions to generalizations "is crucial as a
structure for activity planning and as a strategy for developing mean-
ing and understanding. Meaning and understanding define the
process of tying little factual knots of information into bigger general
knots so that geography begins to make sense, not as a heap of iso-
lated facts but as a network of ideas and procedures" (Slater 1993,
page 60).

In truly free inquirS students work independentlS but with GIGI
posing questions and providing data, you and your students explore
the issues together. This approach supports and encourages your stu-
dents in learning geography.

By using issues-based inquiry you promote the development of a
critical perspective in your students. They learn the habits of critical
and reflective thinking. Multiple and opposing positions are inherent

ClCl's model for issues-based geographic inquiry (after
Slater 1993).

Figure 2
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in these issues. Facts can be used to support different points of view.
This is the context in which the habits of the critical perspective can
develop, and interpretation is the key activity. With GIGI you foster
these habits and abilities as you help your students interpret data
guided by hypotheses, propositions, arguments, or questions.

An essential element of data-based, issues-oriented inquiry is to
challenge your students by giving them opportunities to

. raise new questions,
o question the quality of the data,
. seek more useful or current data,
o articulate relationships they perceive,
o explain their processes of investigation, and
. defend their positions, decisions, and solutions.

Why These Issues Were Chosen

In planning GIGI, we sought timeless issues that are truly global
in scope and that are of special concern to geographers. In this way
GIGI fosters what the National Geography Standards calls "the geo-
graphically informed person" needed by modern global citizenry
(Geography Education Standards Project 1.994).

The major case studS chosen to give solid grounding to the issue,
is focused on a region where the issue is clearly expressed. The sec-
ondary case studies, based in other regions including the United
States and Canada, show the global scope of the issue.

It is important to stress that, although GIGI contains a wide selec-
tion of case studies in all major regions (Figure 1) as well as frequent
references to the global distribution of many geographic phenomena,
GIGI is not a traditional regional geography. It does not attempt to
provide basic geographic information for each region, such as one
finds in traditional regional geography textbooks. In teaching a GIGI
module, it is important to keep the emphasis on the issue and not get
distracted with extraneous regional information.

Role of Questions
Each GIGI module is divided into six to eight lessons, each titled

by a question; subquestions head individual sections of the lessons.

Questions guide inquiry in order to merge the process of investiga-
tion with the drawing of conclusions. Directly linking questions and
answers helps achieve an intellectually satisfying understanding of a
problem (Slater 1993). 

'Sfhen 
students are asked to learn only conclu-

sions without learning how they are drawn, we perpetuate the tradi-
tion of an answer-centered education bereft of higher-level thinking.
Therefore, it is important that students understand they are not
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always expected to answer the questions when they first appear, but
rather to keep them in mind as guides when they are reading or
discussing.

GIGI asks both convergent and divergent questions, trying to
reach a balance between the two. Supplement the questions in GIGI
by asking your students many more of the types of questions suggest-
ed by Slater (1993). These are questions rhat encourage

. recall,

. classification and ordering,
o the use of data to draw conclusions,
. awareness of the limitations of data or of evaluation of

data, and
. awareness of the processes of reasoning used.

According to the National Geography Standards, the "geographi-
cally informed person applies a comprehensive spatial view of the
world to life situations" (Geography Education Standards Project
1,994).In order to foster such a view of the world, GIGI asks
geographic questions that ask where things are and why. By asking
such geographic questions and by having students learn to ask them,
you will reinforce GIGI's approach. A good question to begin with is:
\fhere is this issue located? Then proceed to questions such as the
following:

. Why does it take place there?
o How and why does this issue affect the people in this place?
o In what other places do people confront this issue?
o How and why are these places related?
o \7hat alternatives do people have to improve their situation,

and which alternatives do you recommend?

Fundamental Themes of Geography

In recent years, many geography teachers have learned that the
five "fundamental themes" (Joint Committee on Geographic
Education 1984) help them ask geographic questions. The theme of
Location asks where things are and why things are located where
they are. Place is the theme that inquires into human and physical
characteristics of locations. Human-Environment Interaction exam-
ines how and why humans both adapt to and modify their environ-
ments as well as the consequences of these actions. Movement inves-
tigates not only how and why places are connected but also what is
the significance of those interactions. The theme of Region seeks to
identify and explain similarities and differences among areas and
how and why these form and change. An exrended explanation of
the themes and their concepts, interrelationships, and applications is
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given in Hill and McCormick (1,989). The themes are useful because
they encourage the kinds of questions required to help students
develop the geographic perspective.

Importance of Local Examples

GIGI is a world geography, but it shows that issues work at vari-
ous geographic scales-personal, local, regional, national, and glob-
al. Because it is sometimes difficult for younger students to identify
with faraway places, success with GIGI in part depends upon the
ability of both you and your students to relate the issues to examples
in your local community. 

'We 
strongly recommend that you refer in

class to local examples of the issue being investigated. Just as impor-
tant, we encourage you to have your students conduct local field
studies related to this issue whenever possible. Issues having impor-
tant geographic dimensions abound in every community (see the
Extension Activities and Resources section at the end of this
Teacher's Guide for examples). Peak educational experiences often
come when students see things in the field that relate to their class-
room studies. We discuss other reasons for local involvement in the
next section.

Familiar people can be as important as familiar places in motivat-
ing students. The quality of personal engagement is at the crux of
successful instruction. Using the BGGS videodisc segments that
accompany most GIGI lessons is a powerful way to help your stu-
dents find relevance by identifying the GIGI issues with real people.
Similarly, you can connect GIGI issues to everyday life at a human
scale, especially at the students' own age levels, by using current
newspaper accounts or magazines that address the student's perspec-
tive.

As you gain familiarity with teaching local examples, as you
develop field exercises for your students, and as you learn how to put
a human face on these materials, you will begin to customize the
GIGI modules to fit your particular environment. Our trial teachers
reported that the more they taught GIGI modules, the more comfort-
able they became in adapting them to fit their needs.

xil l

Fostering Optimistic and Constructive Perspectives

The seriousness and complexity of the global issues studied in
GIGI can overwhelm students unless you take care to foster opti-
mistic and constructive perspectives toward issues. "Gloom and
doom" needs to be balanced with examples of success and prospects
for positive change. It is important to help your students develop a
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sense of personal efficacy, an attitude that their actions can make a
difference in solving global problems. The maxim, "Think GloballS
Act Locally," speaks to the need to help students organize and con-
duct constructive actions that address local variants of the issues they
are studying. As we noted earlier, student involvement in local pro-
jects enriches their educational experience. There is also good evi-
dence that it actually produces an optimistic feeling-that their
actions can make a difference-to help them deal with the often diffi-
cult and sometimes depressing world issues. GIGI modules often
include lessons and activities to show possibilities for positive action.

Certain perspectives foster student optimism and constructive
behavior. Geography students, especially, should learn to respect
other peoples and lands, and they should come to cherish environ-
mental unity and natural diversity. They should also learn to be skep-
tical about simplistic explanations, such as the theory that attempts
to explain human characteristics and actions in terms of the physical
environment alone, which geographers call "environmental determin-
ism." Most important, optimistic and constructive perspectives
accompany the development of empathy, tolerance, and open-
mindedness. These traits are fostered by avoiding sexist and racist
language, discouraging ethnocentricitg and challenging stereotypes,
simplistic solutions, and basic assumptions.

References to Data

Unlike most textbooks. GIGI attributes its sources of data with
in-text citations and full reference lists, which is another way of
encouraging the critical perspective. In the Student DataBook, mate-
rial that has been extracted from original sources is indented and
printed in a different typeface. Long extracts are highlighted with
background color. Use of these sources helps your students learn that
real people construct ideas and data and that their concepts and
information are not immutable. Instead, they often change through
the critiques and interpretations of various people. By using these
scholarly conventions, we intend to encourage your students to
appreciate the tentativeness of knowledge and to value scholarship
and academic integrity.

Updating

Real data quickly become obsolete. GIGI addresses this factby
discussing historical trends of data and by stressing concepts. You
should reinforce this bias for concepts and also freely acknowledge
the datedness of information by explaining why it is still used (for
example, the lags between research and writing and publication and
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use; the lack of more recent data). 
'SThenever 

possible, guide students
to update materials. Britannica's Geopedia, on the BGGS CD-ROM,
contains data based on Encyclopxdia Britannica's \7orld Data
Annual, which is also available in print form. Have students use
these sources to supplement and update GIGI data.

Assessing Learning

Evaluation of student achievements with GIGI can be focused on
two broad areas. The first is the developing ability of students to
undertake geographic inquiry. The second is the acquisition of
knowledge and perspectives about the module issue.

The ability of students to undertake inquiry in geography can be
related to the primary questions that guide geographical study. They
are noted earlier in this memo. As students work through the mod-
ule, they are likely to become increasingly adept at asking and
answering geographic questions. Seek to extend your students'com-
petence in several clusters of skills that facilitate geographic inquiry.
These clusters include the following:

. Identifying problems and issues. This may be done through
observation, asking questions, brainstorming, reading, and
in other ways.

. Inquiring into the problems and issues in many ways such as
through map reading and interpretation, making surveys,
and using results of surveys done by others.

o Making decisions and taking action, for example, through
reviewing alternatives, establishing priorities and criteria,
and communicating cooperatively with people in other ways.

o Reflecting at all stages of the process of inquiry, especially
through careful consideration of diverse sources of evidence.

Students will acquire knowledge of the module issue as they
make their inquiries. This knowledge can be tested and graded.
Assessments may be based on the following:

o Knowledge and skills shown by work on Activities included
in this Teacher's Guide and on questions in the Student
DataBook.

o Observations of student participation in groups and in class
discussions.

Specific assessment ideas are given at the end of some lessons in
the section called For Further Inquiry. In addition, the Teacher's
Guide ends with Extension Activities and Resources. Some of these
extension activities can serve as authentic assessments.
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Potential Uses

In addition to the flexibility offered by the free-standing nature of
the modules, GIGI has a number of other characteristics that encour-
age widespread use. Modules can be extended and enhanced with the
BGGS CD-ROM, videodiscs, and posters. Because GIGI's issues-
based approach integrates several topics (for example, population,
economic, political, physical, and cultural geography) in a single
module, the modules are not conducive to using an approach in
which topics are taught separately. On the other hand, GIGI may be
used with a world regional approach because there are modules for
each of 10 world regions. A year-long world geography or global
studies course will have more than enough material by using 12 mod-
ules. Five to seven modules may constitute a one-semester, issues-
based geography course covering several regions. You can define
clusters of modules for your own curricular purposes. We have iden-
tified three clusters for interdisciplinary studies within the Britannica
Global Geography System, each comprising six or seven GIGI mod-
ules. They arc Earth's Enuironment and Society, Economic
Deuelopment, and Global Political and Cuhural Cbange. BGGS
includes a videodisc and poster for each cluster. These strand pack-
ages could well be used in Social and Environmental Studies, Earth
Science, Global Studies, and Area Studies classes. Activities in the
modules also support math, language arts, and arts curricula.

GIGI encourages and facilitates the development of a variety of
geographic skills that transfer widely into the natural and social sci-
ences. Among these are skills of asking geographic questions and
developing and testing geographic generahzations. These require
other GIGI skills including examining and making a varrety of maps;
analyzing photographs; constructing and interpreting graphs and
tables of spatial data; and collecting, interpreting, and presenting
geographic information.

Finally GIGI promotes a wide variety of linguistic, numeric, oral,
creative, and social skills as well as geographic skills. In particular,
GIGI emphasizes cooperative learning. \We believe that one of the
great strengths of the GIGI modules is that they give students
practice in both group and individual problem solving. As students
become more familiar with the global issues, they learn that finding
solutions to world problems requires people to work together
cooperatively.
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PnnpeRrNG To TEACH Tlrrs MoDULE

Religious Conflict

Where do religious differences contribute to conflict?

Religious conflicts, with their attendant carnage, may be as old as
human history. Since the end of the Cold \War alone, the world has
witnessed some 4 million deaths and millions more refugees, because
of ethnic conflict. As a powerful cultural trart and a major marker of
ethnicity, religion is a significant component of ethnic conflict in
many parts of the world. Many conflicts have ethnic and religious
dimensions even when they are not the root causes. These struggles
do not always spill over borders to become international conflicts,
yet they can do so and may do so increasingly in the future, especial-
ly given increased weapons capabilities. Religious difference, whether
as root cause for conflict or as pretense to achieve political purposes,
is a part of the world landscape and thus deserves to be a part of the
curriculum.

The five fundamental themes of geography are readily found in
this module: Locatioz (Where are these conflicts?); Place ('Sfhat are
these places like?); Human-Enuironment Interaction (How do con-
flicts change peoples and environments?); Mouement (What connec-
tions occur between places?); and Region (How do conflicts form
and change regions?).

In Lesson 1, students identify and locate regions of conflict
occurring in the world. Students also begin to identify the causes of
religious conflict on a global scale. The module's major case study
begins with Lesson 2, rn which students identify and locate major
religions in India. They map and then analyze areas of potential
conflict within India, discovering the fact that the Indian state of
Kashmir has a majority Muslim population. Lesson 3 focuses on the
unresolved issues in Kashmir between the Hindus of India and the

xvtl
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Muslims of Pakistan. The lesson includes an examination of events
and conditions, other than religious difference, that contribute to this
conflict. Lesson 4 examines another religious conflict in a different
world region-the conflict in Northern Ireland between Catholics
and Protestants. The module concludes by reminding students that
religious conflict is also found in North America. Lesson 5 looks at a
conflict between Native Americans and the U.S. government concern-
ing tourism at a sacred Indian site-the ancient Medicine'Sfheel
National Historic Landmark in Wyoming.

Using the BGGS CD-ROM can simplify lesson planning by mak-
ing it easy to access the resources the system provides for each lesson.
It shows exactly which GeopediarM data and learning activities can
be used in long-range and short-term assignments, and which
videodisc clips will provide visual reinforcement for each GIGI
lesson. The CD-ROM can also show you ways in which a lesson
in one module relates to a lesson in another module. And it
indicates where to find every reference in GIGI, GeopediarM, the
Mini-Atlas maps, and the videodiscs to any key topic-for example,
"tsunami" or "Bangladesh." The students will also be able to use the
BGGS CD-ROM for further research and short-term or long-term
range assignments. The BGGS multimedia components and their uses
are explained fully in the tabbed BGGS section in the front of this
Teacher's Guide.

The following are general modifications recommended for
younger students:

. Plan for fifteen days because the activities will require more
teacher explanation and support.

o Provide directions for homework assignments and monitor
students' understanding and progress.

o Prior to assigning written activities requiring students to
draw conclusions and summarize their findings, ask guiding
questions and develop a sample outline on the chalkboard.

Module Objectives
o Recognizethat religious differences may contribute to ethnic

conflicts between peoples.
o Locate some of the world's major religious conflicts.
o Evaluate the effects that religious conflicts have on peoples

and places.
. Identify the backgrounds and causes of certain religious

conflicts.
o Examine and evaluate the ways that religious differences

may be used to achieve political purposes.
. Analyze and evaluate attempts to resolve certain religious

conflicts.
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Number of Days Required to TeachReligious Contlict

Ten to thirteen 50-minute class periods
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Where in the world do vou
find religious conflict?

Procedures

What is religious conflict? (pages 5-7)

A. Have students look at Figure 1 on page 5, the
cartoon "One God." Ask students to describe
w h a t  t h e y  t h i n k  t h e  c a r t o o n  m e a n s .  U s e

Questions 1-4 on page 5 for class discussion,
keeping in mind that the intent is for students
to share their interpretations of the cartoon,
since there are no single correct answers.

partition

region

religion

state

subcontinent

terrorism

re
Religious Conflict 1

W Tirne Required
One or two 50-minute class periods

W N,Iaterials Needed
Copies of Activity 1 for each pair of students
Mini-Atlas map 1
Mini-Atlas map 2
Colored pencils

Gl atossarJ/ words
Buddhism

Christianity

Hinduism

Islam

Judaism

mosque

Getting Started
Have students read the Memo to the Student
on page 1 and the overview on pages 2-3 in
the Student DataBook prior to beginning the
module. Also make sure students are aware
that there is a Glossarv in the back of their
DataBooks.
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B. Have students read the remainder of this sec-
t ion, which consists of three news extracts
about religious conflicts. List these three con-
flicts on the chalkboard and ask students to
recall, from the news media or other sources,
any other areas of the world that are currently
having religious conflicts. List these places on
an overhead or on the chalkboard for use in
the next procedure. Have students descr ibe
their understanding of these conflicts as you
list them.

Where are some maior rel ig ious conf l icts
located? (pages 7-"13)

C.  Hand ou t  Min i -A t las  maps 1  and 2  and
Act iv i ty 1. Ask students to form groups of
three or four and encourage them to help each
other complete Activity 1. Have each group
divide up reading the profiles of religious con-
flict on pages 8-13 and report their findings to
each other. Then they can help each other find
the places on the Mini-Atlas maps. Students
may then use the Mini-Atlases to locate and
label all the places mentioned in the profiles on
Activity 1. FinallS students can color in the
places that have religious conflict and make a
key showing the religions involved in these
conflicts.

Y o u  m a y  w i s h  t o  o f f e r  g u i d a n c e  t o
younger students in making the map key
on Act iv i ty 1. A simple key might use a
s ing le  co lo r  fo r  count r ies  hav ing  major
re l ig ious  conf l i c ts .  To  ind ica te  the  re l i -
g ions  invo lved,  s imp ly  use  le t te rs ,  e .9 . ,
l = l s l a m ,  C = C h r i s t i a n i t y ,  B = B u d d h i s t ,
H=Hindu, etc.

D. Using their completed world maps (Activity L)
and Mini-Atlas maps 1 and 2, have students
answer Questions 5-9 on page 8 in the Student
DataBook. They can discuss their answers in
their  groups, wri te them out individual ly,
andlor share their responses as a class.
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Quertiorrs and Answers for page 8

5. Nfhat common factor do countries that have religious conflict share?

. Using Mini-Atlas map 2, students may note that the countries that have religious conflict
have more than one major religion within their borders. Examples that fit this definition
include Nigeria, Chad, Sudan, and Lebanon (divided between mainly Christian and mainly
Muslim regions); Iran and Iraq (split between Shi'ah and Sunni Islam); and Pakistan and
India (split between Hindu and Muslim).

Accept all other reasonable student speculations. For example, students might surmise
that countries with religious conflicts have high population densities or are ancient
historical lands havins witnessed the effects of many invasions.

6. \7hich areas of conflict seem to be the most publicized? Why?

o Reasonable answers here include where large numbers of people are involved; where
conflicts are most destructive or life threatening; and where conflicts continue over long
periods of time.

continued
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7. \fhy does there seem to be little evidence of religious conflict in the \ilestern Hemisphere?

. Conflicts happen nearly everywhere, but perhaps those in the \Testern Hemisphere tend to
be less severe, shorter in duration, and to include fewer people. Students may note that
religious conflicts in the Americas have generally not been very violent, and so they have
not been covered extensively in the news media. Based on the Mini-Atlas maps, students
may also suggest that the countries of the Americas are more homogeneous in terms of
religion (especially in Latin America, which is predominantly Catholic).

8. \fhat are some reasons-other than religion-for conflict among religious groups?

o Students may have difficulty with this question, but it is critical that they understand that
religious belief, by itself, is rarely sufficient to create hostility and violence between groups.
The world's great religions are based on ideas of peace and love rather than violence and
hate. Unfortunately, however, religious differences are sometimes used by unscrupulous,
corrupt people and governments to manipulate and divide different groups in order to gain
power and control over them. Poverty and ignorance can also be underlying causes that
can be used to divide peoples based on religious difference. And the lack of civil or human
rights might be blamed on religious differences even though power and corruption may be
the underlying reasons' 
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Where do the religions of India
come into conflict?

O Gl .tossar)/ words

W Tirne Required
One or two S0-minute class periods

@ X,tuterials Needed
Mini-Atlas map 1
Mini-Atlas map 3
Copies of Activity 2 for each pair of students
Mini-Atlas map 4

Buddhism

Christianity

Hinduism

Islam

region

religion

state

subcontinent

Getting Started
Have students locate India on Mini-Atlas map
1 or on a wall map of the world. Explain that
India is a subcontinent, or a p^rt of the larger
continent of Asia. Hand out Mini-Atlas map 3,
a physical and political map of the subconti-
nent, and have students study it for a few

moments. Then ask them to brainstorm ideas
about India from the fol lowing quest ions:
What do you know about India? How would
you describe India? Vhat are the people like?
What kind of place is it? [Here students can
use Mini-At las map 3 to ident i fy the physical
diversi ty of the region as wel l  as the var ious
countr ies that comprise the subcont inent. ]
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Be sure students note the extreme rugged-
ness of the Himalayan region and the vast
river valleys formed by streams draining the
Himalayas. Ask where the densest populations
are most l ikely to be. [Supplement this discus-
sion with information from basic aeography
texts or from Ceopedia to help students recal l
tha t  the  South  As ian  count r ies  o f  Pak is tan ,
India, and Bangladesh are among the world 's
most populous.] Ask what the major religions
of the subcontinent are, reviewing the informa-
tion in Lesson 1 if necessary.

Procedures

What are India's maior rel igions and where
are they found? (pages ",4-"16)

A. Have students read this section and study
Table 1 on page 16, showing the religions of

India by state. Have students pair  of f  and
provide a copy of Activity 2 and Mini-Atlas
rnap 4 (India's states) to each pair. After pairs
have completed the map, they can answer the
questions on Activity 2 (see Key for Actiuity
2).  Be sure students note that even though
some Indian states have non-Hindu majorities,
the most populous states all are predominantly
Hindu. (To help students recognize this fact,
Table 1 is arranged by population.)

To increase the understanding of potential
conflict, you may wish to have students cross-
hatch those states with significant religious
minority groups (e.g., where more than 20 per-
cent of the population belongs to a religion
that is not the maioritv for that state).
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How do the rel igions of lndia and Pakistan
compare? (pages 17 -'18)

B. Have students work in pairs to find Pakistan
on Mini-Atlas maps 1, 3, and 4. Then have

them study Figures 2 and 3 on page 1.7 and
answer Questions 1-5 on page 18. Have them
share their answers in a class discussion.

Questions and Answers for page 18

1. What are the differences between the percentage of population following the major religions
of Pakistan and India?

. India has a majority of Hindus, and Pakistan has an overwhelming majority of Muslims.
India has larger populations of minority religions than Pakistan.

2. IThy do you think Christianity and Hinduism are not shown in Figure 2?

. In Pakistan, these are very small minorities categorized under "other" religions.

3. What is the approximate ratio of Hindus to Muslims in India?

. The ratio is about seven Hindus to one Muslim.

continued
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4. Why do you think Pakistan is so heavily Muslim and India is so heavily Hindu?

. Since the answer is only hinted at in Lesson 1, encourage students to speculate. You may
wish to tell students that if they guess that the religious differences are by political design,
they are partly right. Prior to independence, Muslims were more widely mixed throughout
the population in India, and there were also large numbers of Hindus in the area of
Pakistan. But with independence came a violent power struggle between Muslims and
Hindus that was largely quelled by partition. Thus, the current division of religions is
partly the result of independence and partition in 1947, when Pakistan was established as
an Islamic Republic for Muslims and largely Hindu India became a secular democracy.
With partition, millions of Muslims fled from India to Pakistan, and Hindus fled from
Pakistan to India.

5. \fhat do you think it would be like to be a Muslim in India, a Hindu in Pakistan, or a
Christian in either India or Pakistan?

r Encourage students to speculate; emphasize that there is no one correct answer. Certainly,
as a member of a minority religion, whether Muslim, Hindu, or Christian, one might
expect discrimination, especially given the discussion of Question 4 above. On the other
hand, tell students that each religion has its own tradition of tolerance toward members of
other religions. You may also wish to tell students that divisions within major religions,
e.g., Sunni and Shi'ah Muslims in Pakistan and different caste groups in India, can
sometimes be sources of conflict.

t , . Close the lesson with the discr-rssion of Questtons
4 and 5. Emphasize that the polit ical paltitron

of  the subcont inent  in to a pr in-rar i ly  Hindu
coun t r y  ( l nd ia )  and  p redominan t l y  Mus l im
countr ies (Pakistan and Bangladesh) created
the  po ten t i a l  f o r  r : e l i g i ous  con f l i c t  whe re
minority religious groups are found. You may
w i s h  t o  h a v e  s t u d e n t s  w r i t e  a  b r i e f  e s s a y
describing why they think religious diversity,
as found in India, could lead to conflict.

Suggest that students find l ibrary materials to
examine Islam and Hinduism. In reports, they
can compare and contrast  the re l ig ious cus-
toms, philosophies, and beliefs. Have students
indicate whether or not these differences by
themselves could produce religious cor-rfl icts.
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What is the nature of religious
conflict in Kashmir?

Procedures

Where is Kashmir and what is i t  l ike?
(pages19-22)

A. Have students read this section and study
Figures 4 and 5 and Mini-Atlas map 3 to
answer Questions 1.-7 on page 22. You may
wish to split the class into small groups for this
task. Students can answer questions in writing
or in class discussion.

oGt

Religious Conftict 1"1

@ Tirne Required
Three 50-minute class periods

W uuterials Needed
Mini-Atlas map 3
Copies of Handout 1 (optional;

see Procedure D)

Glossary Words
accessibility

maharaja

partition

plebiscite

relative location

separatists

state

subcontinent

terrorism

Getting Started
Explain that this lesson will concentrate on
one area on the Indian subcontinent where
conf l ict  between two rel igious groups has
occurred for many years. Caution students to
be critical of simple explanations for this con-
flict, especially the explanation that religious
difference is the only cause.

19
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ffifl*@ffiHil
What is the nature of

religious conflict in Kashmir?

Where is Karhmlr and what b It l lke?

L.caEd innoiihwe$iln India, Krshmt(Fisure4 onpage20) d
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r Words

accesibll lry

mahaiaF

Pafrtron

plebbcite

relafvelocation

separaNs



Questions and Answers for page 22

1. What countries surround Kashmir today?

. Kashmir is surrounded by China, Afghanistan, India, and Pakistan, and it is within a few
miles of Tajikistan (a former Soviet republic).

2. In what country does the Indus River begin?

r The Indus River begins in China (Tibet) and flows through Kashmir into Pakistan.

3. \X/hat is unusual about the northeastern region of I(ashmir called Aksai Chin?

. This region is claimed by both China and India. It is occupied by China, and most world
maps show it as a part of China.

4. Why do you think parts of Kashmir are occupied by China?

. This area is occupied by China because of ongoing, historical disputes over l(ashmir's
territorial boundaries. The boundaries are located in rugged terrain, but the northeastern
parts of Kashmir are more easily accessible to Chinese occupation. Note that the primary
road access to this area is through China, not India.

ffi{K}$

continued

;ffi-Ii:$
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5. \fhy do you think Kashmir is considered to have a strategic location?

o Kashmir has a strategic location because of the powerful countries surrounding rt,
especially China, India, and Pakistan. Kashmir's potential resources are in demand by
al l  countr ies.

6. What route would you take if you were to go by land from Islamabad, the capital of Pakistan,
to Yarkand, China?

o Accept reasonable responses. Students can follow a path from Islamabad toward the Indus
River, then along the Indus River valley, and then across the mountains where strategic
passes, such as Khunjerab Pass, are found. The point of this question is to emphasize the
remoteness of Kashmir and to help students recognize how difficult it would be to unify
this mountainous, rugged region.

7. Why do you think the invasion path from the northwest was used so often?

. This was the most direct land route from \Testern Asia. According to Figure 4, mountain
ranges trend northwest-southeast, so invading peoples would move through the valleys
parallel to these ranges. The high Himalaya Mountains made it almost impossible for
invading forces to move in from the north.
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What events and conditions contributed to
religious conflict in Kashmir? (pages 23-28)

B. If you haven't abeady done so, divide the class
into cooperative learning groups of three. Each
student in a group can take responsibility for
learning one of the three parts of the readings
("Colonial  history,"  " I(ashmir 's resourcesr"
and "Religious discrimination") and the three
associated questions within each part. Note
that the section on religious discrimination
includes the data in Tables 2-4. As a skill-

building activity, you may wish to have older
students present these tabled data in graphic
form.

Once groups have completed the reading
and questions, have each group work together
to prepare a three- to five-minute oral presen-
ta t ion  to  a  mock  Un i ted  Nat ions  Genera l
Assembly that answers this question: IThat are
m a j o r  r e a s o n s  f o r  t h e  K a s h m i r  c o n f l i c t ?
Encourage students to use maps in their pre-
sentations.

r i ! . 1 M ^ ^ h r  L  l e e l ) .  T h h  r l . w . d . . c h  $ ^ r d  r .  d e l m t u  n s  o w d
futrR. Thc Brit iJrwin.0J 6 m.in.i in cxi$irgctrhunand bound.
. f i . s , ' l h . q ! * ( t r r e g i o n . w h i c h w r s o v & w h d m n g L y  M ! d i n ,
dcmxndcd thccturtion olx n.w MNim nil ion. Tlcncw naiio'
N.uld bec!itd P!khtu, $e!nirs L!rd ofdre pure. The h.rvily
Mnnlfr enrhcNdn p.n ofihc sn[c.dnictr w.s ^ko origiful]y
p a s o l h k i s a n .  ( h  l 9 7 r  l b e c l D r  d r  $ p 3 r a r c ( r n i L y o f
Banghndh ) Thc rcmainins$ri.! w.rc primrri ly l{ indtr, idd ihcy
unned to rorn Nodiltr hdi! (Gup.a 1966).

Th. Mrhrnja dl KrJ,mi.hoscio rcmrln ind.pcidcnirnn ndt

ioheithe!hdi.or P*kt!D. Brrrhe Mudil m.loriydemlnded th$
K.shni lcconc C.fiofl ' .ktt i i l .  MuJlm miLii l 'y frfts i.n
P a k i h n b e s i n i n v r d i n s K a l r n i r . o t e e d r M u J i m \ . T h c M i l r t r n j x
th.n MLLcd Lr dsilrrns lrom ih.lnairn armlwhich wrsanLftd
. o d r e c a p h l o f  S r i n l s i t i n d h e s i g n e d i n r g r r . m . n . n u k h g
K . s h n n  p i i t . l  I n d i .  { C u p h  1 9 6 6 !  G u p h  1 9 6 3 !  I i f r b  1 9 9 2 j  W r i l
Book Ena.loredia \939)

Rdrilvc locationcan hca pow{lul ruourcu Kxrhmi\location
tconsidelrd *rriesi becrus ofits proriniryro dreehrBe, pow(
Iul counrics-Chlnr, India, and Paktrtan. Scvcral int.rnational
bonndariesin th. region 3rt dtpured (Fisure4 on pase20)

K$hmnc.rt. is. viriety ofi lrt lal.nd hunrn tusourc.s. Mos
olth. t imh(produceJ in Kashmi t ma*dcdanJ soLl in Pxkntan.
Alno* 2J pilcent ofkdnnn! frverue comes fron tinbil expo{s,
A d d i t i o n r l  r c v r n u c c o n e s  f r o n s e L i n g . v a a . t y o l 6 u l t s a n d v c g & . '
bles.as $ellas $ootn goodsendcap*!, to Prttbr. Mosmpoiis
in.o X.shmtc.'ne tor! P.kh'!n,

Kashmitthe lea$dcvdopedsate inlndia. Its location hrs
inhlbned extenslve devd.pfrei ' ofmiids and indusry, bu. it does
havepoteniiellor{utuft minemlprodudon.lakttanakoneedsrll

T h e i r a n s p o r t a t i o n r c u t € r l h o w n o n F i g D r e 4 h d p d e t e m i n e . h e
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lromthes rivei! rsneeded, but i lKldimn became irdepend.r',
ich$to th. satur mishthavcb tu ftnegotiared.
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B.

9 .

10 .

Questions and Answers for page 25

How do you think the Maharaja's decision to join India affected the Hindus and Muslims of
Kashmir?

. Students can deduce that the Maharaja's decision angered the Muslims, who demanded to
join Pakistan. At the same time, his decision was supported by Hindus, who wished to join
India.

Why would the Maharaja prefer to join India rather than Pakistan?

. The Maharaja preferred to join India in order to retain his Hindu support and to get the
military protection he needed from India against the threat from Pakistan.

!7hat do you think were the feelings of Pakistani Muslims toward this decision? IThy?

. The Pakistani Muslims would say that the partitioning planned by the British was not
followed. As defined by partitioning objectives, Kashmir was a natural part of a Muslim
state. Pakistan.

o
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Questions and Answers tor page 26

1,1,. If you were a l(ashmiri, why would you find it easier to export your timber and other
products to Pakistan rather than to India?

. Exporting to Pakistan is easier because Pakistan can be reached by roads and railroads
that follow the maior river valleys. Pakistan is simply more accessible from I(ashmir than
is India.

12. \7hy do you think Kashmir is the least economically developed state in India?

. Kashmir is the least economically developed state in India because of its rugged mountain
topography, its relative inaccessibility to central India, and because its majority Muslim
population may be discriminated against by the central government, which is controlled by
Hindus. Therefore Kashmir may not receive its fair share of central government fundine.

13. \7hat role might I(ashmir's resources have in promoting the union of Kashmir with Pakistan?
Or of keeping I(ashmir as an Indian state?

r F'rom Mini-Atlas map 4, students can note that Pakistan, which has extensive desert areas,
Iacks forest and internal water resources. I(ashmir can sr"rpply resollrces not available in
Pakistan, such as timber and water. I(ashmir's secession from India would allow Pakistan a
guaranteed source for needed resources. For the same reason, India would not want to lose
access to I(ashmir's resources.
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Questions and Answers for page 28

14. How do the data in Tables 2-4 support the l(ashmiri Muslims' claims of discrimination?

. These data support the claims because they show that Hindus have a disproportionately
large share of the permanent state-level civil service jobs and officer-rank positions in
the central government. For example, although Muslims account for 64 percent of the
population, they have only 42 percent of the permanent civil-service state jobs and only
7 percent of the officer jobs in the central government.

15 . How might the data in Tables 2-4
from India?

. Students might speculate that a
treated may fight hard for their
uncom fortable posit ion.

be related to Kashmiri Muslims' desires for independence

group of people who believe they are being unfairly
independence in order to remove themselves from their

continued

What attempts have been taken to resolve
this issue? (pages 28-30)
C. Following the oral presentatiorrs in Procedure

B, have students ret l rrn to their  cooperat ive
learning grollps to r:ead this section and pre-
pare a second three- to five-minute presenta-
tion to the mock UN General Assembly. In this
presentation, student grollps will address this
question: How should the I(ashmir conflict be
reso lved? (As  an  a l te rna t ive ,  have s tudents
c a r r y  o u t  t h e  s i m u l a t i o n  d e s c r i b e d  i n
Procedr - r re  D on  page 19  o f  th is  Teacher 's
Guide.) Use Quest ions 17-20 on page 30 to
helo students focus their discussion.
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16. In addition to Tables 2-4,what other information would you want to have to test the
Kashmiri Muslims' claims of discrimination?

. Students might speculate that, in addition to government employment, the Kashmiri
Muslims get unfair treatment in private-sector jobs, housing, education, and health and
welfare services. Information on human rights violations against Muslims might also be
important. Job discrimination might be indirect: Muslims may lack access to educational
opportunities, the result of which is that they may not qualify for higher positions.
Additional information about these situations would be necessarv.

Questiorrs and Answers for page 30

What role has the United Nations played in the dispute over Kashmir? How effective has the
UN been in resolving this conflict?

. The UN ordered a plebiscite in L948 to determine I(ashmir's governance, but this was
never held because armed conflict between India and Pakistan prevented it. Ultimately, the
UN was successful in establishing a cease-fire line between India and Pakistan (shown on
Figure 4). But because the area is stil l under dispute, it may be argued that the UN has, in
general, been unsuccessful.

Why is this conflict considered one of international importance?

. Students may speculate that any conflict involving two large countries has the potential to
spread. Other factors that make this conflict of international concern is that the world's
Muslim states can be expected to support Pakistani interests. Also, both India and
Pakistan have attempted to develop nuclear weapons.

Do you think this should be called a religious conflict or a political conflict, or is it both?
Explain.

. This is an opinion question; have students defend their choices with reasonable arguments.
Although religious differences are at the heart of the conflict, it is significant that political
interests (concerning natural resources and regional influence) also enter into the conflict.

'il/hat steps do you think it would take for resolution of the conflict to come about? Explain.

r Use this question to organize a discussion in which students offer suggestions and plans for
resolving the conflict. Any resolution would need to recognize the interests of both India
and Pakistan in order to have a chance at success.

t7 .

18 .

1.9.

20.
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D. As an alternative to Procedure C, you may
wish to conduct a simulation in which students
ro le -p lay  d i f fe ren t  in te res t  g roups  in  the
Kashmir conflict. Directions and a set of roles
are provided as Handout 1. Tell students that
two roles-the KIM and the MFO-are fic-
tionalized representations of real groups. After
tak ing  t ime to  s tudy  the i r  ro les  and p lan
together, students can be brought together to
make brief presentations to a mock UN meet-
ing. Their presentations can again address the
question: How should the Kashmir conflict be
resolved?

For Further lnquiry
Have students write essays on the role that
religion played, compared to other factors, in
the Kashmir conflict. You may wish to have
them document their positions with additional
readings from library materials.
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Why does Northern Ireland
have religious conflict?

@ Tirne Reqtired
Three to four 5O-minute class periods

W Materials Needed
Copies of Activity 3 for all students (optional)

@ cf .ssa.ry Wcrrcls
pariltron

Sinn Fein

spatial distribution

terrorism

Getting Started
Read the following Background Note to stu-
dents and ask for their comments to learn how
much they know about this wel l -publ ic ized
relisious conflict.

BecrcRouND NorE

ln  1966-L969,  communal  r io t ing  and
street f ight ing between Protestants and
Cathol ics occurred in Londonderry [ in
Northern Ireland], fomented by extremist
nat ional ist  Protestants, who feared the
Catholics might attain a local majority,
and by Catholics demonstrating for civil
rights.

Rioting, terrorism, and sniping killec
m o r e  t h a n  2 , 2 0 0  p e o p l e  f r o m  1 9 6 9
through L984 and the religious communi-
ties, Catholic and Protestant, became hos-
t i le  a rmed camps.  Br i t i sh  t roops  were
brought in to separate them but themselves
became a target of Catholics (Information
Please Almanac 1994, page 281.).

Why docs Northern Ireland
have religious conflict?

W h e r e  i 5  N o d h e r n  l r € l a n d  a n d  w h a t  i r  t h €

( o n f l i d ?

T[ LL]nJ olL..oi (ntrni Lr.dilLreDr plniri l .nit i*. On,

r th. rdcFndenr.ouDry.rLkJ the R3ptrb[ oal.drtrd. 1h..i l trr,
Northcrr Ld.nd, Liln ofit (ri(d K tr8d.tri $nh Etrlhnd.
S.oi iDd. rid Wtrhs lFstrre 6 on pisr l l l . North$i l(1.i ld {
J,ghdr Lrrsr rhilr Qii.ai.ut rnd Ltrs r tohl ppuhilonoi

trnpoximJklr LJ nri l lbn. Tit hrh R.pubLc\Ff! )t. i l . love.

1.5 mL ln'i ( prrd.drmDdy ajihoL., bnt-\othsn kerind has a
Itot€srnm:jonir.Thf Cftho ic trrrtrtrl ' i  N.i lfttr Leltrrd n
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Proe edures

Where is Northern lreland and what is the
conflict? (pages 3"1 -32)

A. Have students read this sect ion and locate
Nor thern  I re land on  F igure  6  (page 32) .
Discuss Northern Ireland's relative location in
the world and in the British Isles.

How did rel ig ious conf l ict  come about in
Northern l reland? (pages 33-34)

B. Have students read this sect ion. As students
read Table 6, "An outline of Irish history," on
pages 33-34, they can make a list of terms or
events  they  do  no t  unders tand or  cannot
define. Help them clarify these terms in a class
d i s c u s s i o n .  S t u d e n t s  c a n  t h e n  a n s w e r
Qr-restions 1.-4 on page 34 either in class dis-
cuss ion  or  in  wr i t ins .

:&I&

3l

wrcpimr y cilok (tori larr 5m ddil.rnyd )

6e F+ ilbn d ke 4d eopFd b s4, 4 mn m ry
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1 .

Questions and Answers for page 34

SThich events contributed to the conflict between Ireland and England?

. The events listed in Table 6 that contributed to the conflict between Ireland and England
include the following:

nA\ Ireland was given to England.
1500s England colonized Ireland.
1.700 Catholics became a minority in England after the protestant Reformation.
L874 The Home Rule Movement unified the Irish against the United Kingdom.
1,91,9 The Anglo-Irish War began as an Irish revolution.
1921, Ireland was divided into two parts.

How did the events of the 1500s bring advantages to the English and disadvantages to
the Irish?

. England wanted to provide land for its growing population and to replace its dwindling
resources. Colonization provided the agricultural land and resources needed. The land was
taken from the native lrish.

2.

continued
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3. What attitude did the English have toward the Irish that enabled the English to colonize lands
already occupied by the lrish? What other examples of this kind of behavior can you provide?

. The attitude the English displayed was similar to their attitude toward India, the United
States, and other lands they colonized. The English believed they were superior and had
the right to the land simply because they were a powerful and dominant country. England
wanted the resources to sustain its people and world leadership. Students may volunteer
similar behavior toward Native Americans in the United States.

4. \fhy do you think Northern Ireland is still not united with the Republic of Ireland?

. Even if students lack the prior knowledge to answe! the question helps to lead into the
next section. Northern Ireland is not united with the predominantly Catholic Republic
of Ireland because it has a Protestant majority who want to remain with the United
I(ingdom, which also has a Protestant majority.

How did part i t ion contribute to the confl ict?
(pages 35-38)
C. Divide the class into gror-rps of three or four to

read this section, study Table 7 and Figures 7

and 8, and discnss their answers to Questions
5-9 on page 38.

Q,restions and Answers for page 38

5. Based on Table 7,what generalization can you make regarding Catholic and non-Catholic
populations in Northern Ireland?

. There are more non-Catholics than Catholics. The Catholic population has 2B percent of
the population, but the Protestants comprise 46 percent of the population.

6. How well do the religious boundaries in Figure B match the political boundaries in Figure 7?

r Religious boundaries do not match the political boundaries.

7. How might inconsistent boundaries contribute to religious conflict?

. The inconsistency in boundaries might contribute to religious conflict if religious
backgrounds and affiliations promote stronger ties than do political boundaries. Political
boundaries might well be ignored over religious boundaries.

continued
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8. The Roman Catholic Church's administrative headquarters for all of Ireland is located at
Armagh in Northern Ireland. What effect might this have on the Catholics in Northern
Ireland?

. Those in Northern Ireland could believe that if the Church does not recognize the political
boundaries, then they need not recognize the boundaries either. Those living in the diocese
of Armagh, for instance, might well have strong desires to join the half located in the
Republic of Ireland.

9. \Vhat examples do you know about in your local area or elsewhere in the United States or
Canada where boundaries of different groups or organizations do not coincide?

. Studenrs may know about municipal boundaries that do not coincide with boundaries of
political districts such as Congressional districts; religious districts (e.g., dioceses) that are
unlikely to fit municipal or other boundaries; metropolitan areas that sprawl beyond
municipal boundaries, often encompassing many municipalities; or school district
boundaries that include more than one municipality. They may also know of national
oarks or Native American reservations that cross state boundaries.

KSS
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What other social conditions contribute to
the conflict? (pages 38-41)

D. After students read the paragraph under this
heading, ask each group to develop a hypothe-
sis about the relationship of social conditions
to rel igious conf l ict  in Northern Ireland.
Explain that the method of science (and geog-
raphy) is to formulate a hypothesis and then
test it against data. After checking, hypotheses
are modified so that they more closely match
the empirical evidence.

Have groups write their hypotheses on the
chalkboard. Tell them to study the other data
in this section (Figures 9 and 10 on pages 39
and 40) to check and to rewrite their hypothe-
ses .  Encourage groups  to  recons ider  and
rewrite their hypotheses on the chalkboard as
they learn more. [The general idea here is that
unemployment rates are used as an indicator
o f  e q u a l i t y  o f  e c o n o m i c  o p p o r t u n i t y .
C a t h o l i c s  g e n e r a l l y  h a v e  p o o r e r  e c o n o m i c
status than non-Cathol ics in Northern l reland,
which suggests that c lass di f ferences are also
a basis for this conf l ict . l

Figure L0 on page 40 may require some
explanation. It is a map of two variables for
districts within Northern Ireland (the six coun-
ties are divided into these administrative coun-
t ies).  This f igure shows, as of 1,981, (1) the
percentage of the population that was unem-
ployed in each district (shading patterns), and
(2) the percentage of the population that was
Catholic. Although the correlation is not per-
fect, students can note that higher unemploy-
ment figures are generally associated with a
higher percentage of Catholics.

The use of percentages here is appropriate
for testing the hypothesis that Catholics suffer
a higher rate of unemployment than non-
C a t h o l i c s .  B u t  s t u d e n t s  m a y  n e e d  t o  b e
reminded that percentages tell them nothing
about the total nwmbers of unemployed per-
sons. For example, a 39 percent unemploy-
ment rate in Strabane, a rural  area with a
small population, may affect fewer workers
than a 1.6 percent rate in Belfast, a major city
with a large population. Although absolute
population figures are not given for the dis-
tricts, Figure 10 is divided into two regions:
(1) the more heavily populated and urbanized
Belfast region, and (2) the less-populated rural
region to the west of Belfast.

Have the groups work together to answer

Questions 10-1,6 on pages 39 and 41. Several

of these questions ask students to critically
evaluate the data to determine whether it is
fair to draw the conclusion that discrimination
has occurred.

You may wish to assign Activity 3, which has
students examine the data in Figure 10 with
the use of a scatter diagram. This Activity sup-
p lements  s tudents '  v isua l  examinat ion  o f
F igure  10  and w i l l ,  in  fac t ,  sharpen the i r
understanding of the data on rate of unem-
ployment and religion. Activity 3 also teaches
students to make and interpret scatter dia-
grams. [Analysis of Act iv i ty 3 suggests that
loca t ion  may be  a  more  impor tan t  reason
than re l ig ion  in  exp la in ing  unemployment .
See Key for Activity 3.1

Activity 3 is suggested only for use with
older students. lf you use this Activity, you
may need to work through i t  with stu-
dents. But the extra time spent can bene-
f i t  students in learning an important ana-
lyt ical  ski l l  as wel l  as the value of cr i t ical
interpretation of data.

3:t)

^,,,",,,,,"a,,,r," !l!{iil

Flsur€ e cathoic and non-Catholchempoymentrates, North€.n
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Questiotts and Answers for page 39

What generalizationcan you make from Figure 9 regarding Catholic and non-Catholic
unemployment rates in Northern Ireland? What conditions might account for these
differences ?

. Catholic rares are higher than those of non-Catholics. This may be caused by
discrimination against Catholics, lower educational levels among Catholics, larger
percentages of Catholics living in poor, rural areas, and perhaps other reasons.

Do the data in Figure 9 prove discrimination against Catholics in employment? Explain.

. No, the information does not prove discrimination, but it does show sharp differences
between Catholics and non-Catholics. These differences present troubling questions that
require answers. A reasonable hypothesis is that discrimination against Catholics is at least
part of the reason they have higher unemployment rates than non-Catholics.

10 .

1 1 .
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12.

13 .

14.

Questions and Answers for page 4l

According to Figure 10, which three areas had the largest unemployment rates?

. Strabane, Cookstown, and Newry and Mourne are the only three districts with
unemolovment rates over 30 percent.

'!7hat 
was the percentage of Catholics in the areas having the largest percentage of

unemployment?

. In 1981, Strabane's population was 59 percent Catholic, Cookstown had 45 percent
Catholic, and Newry and MournehadTl percent Catholic (the highest of any district).

Sfhat was the percentage of Catholics in the areas with the smallest percentages of
unemployment?

. All of the counties in the Belfast region, plus Coleraine, had unemployment rates under
20 percent. The percentage of Catholics in these districts ranged from highs of 56 percent
(Down) and 38 percent (Craigavon) to less than L0 percent (in Carrickfergus, North
Down, and Castlereagh).

continued
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15. How would you describe the spatial distribution of unemployment in Northern lreland? How
would you account for this pattern?

. The lowest rates of unemployment are located in the urbanized and industrialized Belfast
region. Generally, rates increase to the west and south, away from Belfast, where the area
becomes more rural and less industrialized. Belfast, the capital of Northern Ireland and a
ma;'or port city, is the center of the country's industry and international transportation, as
well as the largest concentration of population.

Do you think Figure 10 supports the hypothesis of discrimination against Catholics? Explain.

. Students may note a general correlation between higher Catholic percentages and higher
unemployment rates. This is most visible in the Protestant-dominated Belfast region,
and where there are higher percentages of Catholics and unemployment in outer, less-
populated areas (e.g., Omagh, Derrp Strabane, etc.). This correlation supports, but does
not offer absolute proof of, the hypothesis. The correlation is fairly strong, but not perfect.
One striking exception is the area of Down, in the Belfast region. Down has relatively low
unemployment but a high percentage of Catholics (56 percent).

Rather than claiming that discrimination is the cause of unemployment, one might
argue that Catholics suffer higher unemployment rates because they happen to live in poor
rural areas. It is also possible that both reasons, and perhaps others, work together to
explain the pattern of unemployment and economic opportunity.

T6 ,

What attempts have been made to resolve
the conflict? (pages 41-45)
F.  D i v i de  the  c lass  i n to  coope ra t i ve  l ea rn i rg

groups of four:. Have each student study one of
the four  approaches out l ined in th is  sect ion:
military intervention, education, integration,
and social improvements. Students can teach
others in  thei r  groups about  the approaches
t h e y  h a v e  l e a r n e d ,  e m p h a s i z i n g  w h a t  h a s
worked and what has not worked to resolve

the conflict. They can also offer their ideas on
what  could be done to resolve th is  conf l ic t .
Finally, have groups discuss theil answers to

Questions 17-20 on page 44.
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Questions and Answers for page 44

17. 
'S7ould 

you consider this a war between two armies or a revolution between two peoples?
Explain, using information from Figure 11.

. If this were a war between two armies, the British Army and Royal Ulster Constabulary
would suffer more deaths. Tell students that the nature of this conflict most often involves
terrorist attacks in which bombs are hidden in areas to kill or intimidate. and so most of
the casualties are civilians.

18. What is your evaluation of the effectiveness of the four approaches in resolving the conflict?

. Clearly there are no right answers to this question. For example, students might argue that
military intervention has not worked because the kill ing continues and there is no peace.
They might, however, argue that military intervention has kept the level of violence down.
Encourage students to offer their opinions, but be sure they also give reasonable support
for their opinions.

G.

continued

C l o s e  t h e  l e s s o n  b y  h a v i n g  s t u d e n t s  r e a d
" T r u c e  H o l d s  i n  U l s t e r , "  o n  p a g e  4 5 .
Encourage student comments. Remind students
that this conflict has been continuing in some
fashion for over 400 years. Discuss how this
conflict has affected the everyday lives of peo-
p l e  i n  N o r t h e r n  I r e l a n d .  A s k  s t u d e n t s  t o
express their feelings about how it would feel
to live there.

To attempt to quickly r:esolve this issue rn
class using limited infornation is not possible.
The goal here is to review what has been done
and to have students begin to think about what
steps might be taken to help resolve this con-
flict. You may wish to make a final assignment,
for example, having stlldents write an editorial
for your local newspaper suggesting steps that
might be followed to assist in conflict resolu-
tion.

TITUCE IIoLDS IN ULSTER

n ri l tqr[tau l] ir i I

DidL !u, tr n! 'ni i l  'r l lR,\l
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19.

20.

'What 
happens to the local economy when young people must seek employment outside of

their own community?

r Valuable human resources that could potent ial ly improve the local economy leave the
community for employment opportunities elsewhere. This brings further disadvantages to
the local economy, reducing the chance for equalizing economic opportunity.

Cive some examples of conflicts in the United States over the jssues of employment,
education, integration, and social improvements.

o Accusations of job discrimination are quite common in the United States, especially with
regard to minority groups, although the law requires "equal opportunity employment"
regardless of tace, religion, age, or sex. Encourage students to comment on education,
integration, and social improvements in the United States. For example, in some places the
school curriculum has become part of the political agenda of some groups. Encourage
students to give a variety of examples.

For Further Inquiry
Have students investigate and report on the
current  s tatus of  the s i tuat ion in  Northern
Ireland.

Have students wr i te  an edi tor ia l  or  make a
drawing or  car toon depict ing the concerns
over education in Northern Ireland.

Ask students to draw their image of the "peace
wall." One side of the drawing can show what
i t  i s ,  w h i l e  t h e  o t h e r  h a l f  s h o w s  w h a t  i t
could be.

Invi te a guest speaker to vis i t  the class, one
who has visited or lived in Northern Ireland.
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Why does the United States
have religious conflict?

W Tirne Required
Two 5O-minute class oeriods

W Materials Needed
None

Gl atossary Words
archaeology

cairn

polygamy

Stonehenge

Getting Started
. You may wish to remind students that many

people came to North America to escape reli-
gious persecution elsewhere. Although there is
a high degree of tolerance for religious differ-
ence in the United States, religious conflicts do
occur. Have students brainstorm a list of reli-
gious conflicts they know about in the United
States. Make a list of these ideas on the chalk-
board. If students do not mention conflicts
over Nat ive American rel igions (e.g.,  ghost
dance, peyote use, sacred land), explain that
such conflicts do occur. Tell students that this
lesson is about a conflict occurring over the
use of a Native American religious site.

o Native American mascots, team nicknames,
and symbols are often used in sporting and
other nonrel igious uses (e.g.,  the notor ious
"tomahawk chop" used by the fans of the
A t l a n t a  B r a v e s  b a s e b a l l  t e a m ) .  N a t i v e
American groups have protested these uses, for
example, by asking certain high schools and
professional sports teams to change their nick-
names. Ask students what they think of this
issue and have them attempt to explain both
sides.

Procedures

How do rel igious conf l icts occur in the
United States? (pages 46-47)

A. Open the lesson by having students consider
whether the Constitution's guarantee of free-
dom of religion is absolute. There are parallels
here with restrictions on freedom of speech
(e.g., the classic case of shouting "Fire!" in a
crowded theater). The Student DataBook pre-
sents two cases, concerning the Mormons in
the nineteenth century and more recently the
Branch Davidians, wherein religious groups
had their practices challenged by the U.S. gov-
ernment.  Discuss Quest ions 1 and 2 i f  you
want students to debate this issue further. You
may wish to have students break into small
groups and develop arguments on either side
of the issue and present these arguments in a
formal debate settins.
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Questions and Answers for page 47

Do you think that government attempts to control religious cults (such as the Branch
Davidians) that it labels as potentially dangerous might be considered religious persecution?
Explain.

. Students might argue that cult practices that endanger individuals or communities should
not be guaranteed safety. Others may point out that all religious practices should be
allowed, regardless of how these practices are viewed by dominant groups in society, in
much the same spirit that so-called "hateful" speech is allowed.

Under what conditions, if ang do you think freedom of religion should be restricted?

o Encourage students to offer their own opinions on this issue.

l .

2 .

"{ffi-;ry

5 i e g e  o f  a r a n c h  D a v i d i a n s . u l t  v o t e d  t o p

religiout *o.y of 1993

,  r  h P l  n . n - l , r !  ' r  q . ' r
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Why are there confl icts concerning the
tradit ional rel igions of Native Americans?
(pages 48-52)
B. Have students read this section, which intro-

duces some conf l ic ts  over  Nat ive Amer ican
rel ig ions.  Two stor ies are repr inted,  each of
which presents ways in  which non-Nat ive
A m e r i c a n s  h a v e  u s e d  t r a d i t i o n a l  N a t i v e
Amer ican re l ig ious pract ices.  In  each case,
some Native Americans have taken exception
to  non -Na t i ve  use  o f  t r ad i t i ona l  r i t es .  Use

Questions 3 and 4 on page 52 to discuss this
issue.

NoN-INDTANS' UsE orr RrruAr,s
OTFDNDS Narlvn AMERTCANS

A vrsrr r  0 r l i l i  Mr:Dr( tNr;  WHES
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Questions and Answers for page 52

3. How are the two stories similar and how are they different?

. In both stories, non-Native Americans have found value in Native American religious rites,
and in both cases, they have also expressed admiration and respect for these practices. The
principal difference is that the couple in Texas were charging admission and earning a
living from their sweat-lodge rites, while the woman in Wyoming sought only personal
spiritual comfort fronr the Medicine \7heel.

4. Do you approve of the uses of Native American religion as portrayed in the two stories?
Explain.

o Encourage students to express their own opinions regarding these stories.

s;Itr

Firxk I r Photo!,aFh ol i l ,c Mrd'. n. Whee iion i lre a[, ar Men.ine
W r e e l  N i l o r a  H { . r i .  l a n d m r r k
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How should the conflict over the Medicine
Wheel National Historic Landmark be
resolved? (pages 52-55)

C. Divide the class into three, six, or nine small
groups, equally dividing among them the three
views presented in the Student DataBook:
(1) "The U.S. Forest Service plan," (2) "Native
American opposition," and (3) "Proposal from
the Adv isory  Counc i l  on  H is to r ic
Preservation." Explain to students that they
will work together in their groups to prepare a
presentation at a mock public hearing based
on the view to which they have been assigned.
Each group will select a spokesperson who will

deliver the group's view of the Medicine 
'$7heel

conflict. Allow at least 15 minutes for the pre-
sentations.

Close the module by discussing the opinion
questions, Questions 5-9 on page 55. The first
three of these questions ask for student com-
ment on the specific issue of the land-use con-
f l i c t  over  the  Med ic ine  Whee l  Nat iona l
Historic Landmark. These questions can be
used as a focus for discussion of the student
presentations in Procedure C.

Questions 8 and 9 are included to provide
a general forum for discussion of the issue of
religious conflict.

D.
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5 .

Questions and Answers for page 55

Do you agree with the reasons the Forest Service gave for developing the Medicine Wheel as a
tourist  at tract ion ? Explain.

. Whatever position students take, they should recognize that the Forest Service position
supports local businesspersons in Lovell. It also believes that a designated National
Historic Landmark should be open to the general public, which is the mission of National
Forests.

Do you agree with the reasons Native American leaders gave for not developing this as a
tourist site? Explain.

o Native Americans contend that the Medicine Wheel is a sacred shrine, and therefore it
should not be developed or made public, as a sign of respect for Native American religion.
The conflict represents a clash between the concepts of freedom of religion and public
access to federal land.

continued

Fon FuHthem ffime6uufrn'y
Have students use l ibrary materials to find and
report on other examples in North America in
which Native American religious values have
come into conflict with U.S. Iaws. Two promi-
nent examples are Native Americans' use of
the Ghost Dance during the 1890s and their
use of a controlled substance, peyote, in reli-
gious rites.
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7. Do you agree with the compromise suggested by the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation? Explain.

. This citizens'group proposed a compromise by which the site is withdrawn from
unrestricted visitor use and visitors are required to be escorted by Native American guides.

Student opinions about this idea will vary. Encourage students to speculate how each
course of action (Forest Service plan, Native American opposition, or compromise) would
affect both Native Americans and non-Native Americans. Any resolution that does not
take Native American religions seriously and treat them with respect will doubtless be
opposed by Native Americans. On the other hand, if the site had been completely closed to
non-Native Americans, the writer Kathyrn Marshall would not have had her experience
there and would not have been able to write about that experience for others.

Have students consider whether any use of Native American religious rites and sites by
non-Natives should be prohibited. Or do the possible benefits of increased cultural
understanding outweigh this concern?

B-9. Do you think religious conflicts are inevitable? Explain. If religious conflicts are not
inevitable, how do you think they can be avoided?

. These opinion questions are meant to spark class discussion about this issue, as a means to
bring the module to closure. Students may point out fairly that religious conflicts are
certainly nothing new-differences and animosities between some religious groups are
Iong standing and may well be part of the human experience. On the other hand, it may be
reasonably pointed out that many of the world's so-called religious conflicts today have
their roots equally in political and/or economic differences between peoples. In these cases,
equitable political resolutions or increasing economic equality may well ameliorate the
conflicts.

37Religious Conflict



Extension Activities
and Resources

1.. Related GIGI Modules
. Diuersity and Nationalism focuses on the question of how

nations cope with cultural diversity. The major case study for
that module is the former Soviet Union and the difficulties that
ethnic diversity poses for the former Soviet republics. Also,
both of the modules Building New Nations, with a major case
study of Nigeria, and Hunger, with its major focus on Sudan,
examine issues with strong ethnic dimensions. The latter mod-
ule also includes a comparison case study of India.

. Another module dealing with South Asia is Population and
Resources, with a case study of Bangladesh. Bangladesh is also
used as a comparison case study in Natural Hazards.

2. Britannica Global Geography System (BGGS)
BGGS provides myriad extension activities to enhance each GIGI

module. For a complete description of the BGGS CD-ROM and
videodiscs and how they work with the GIGI print modules, please
read the BGGS Overview in the tabbed section at the beginning of
this Teacher's Guide.

3. Related Videos
. EBEC offers these videos about the issues and regions explored

in this module: "Sects and Violence"l "Rivers in Danger: The
Ganges"l "India Unveiled: Changing Social Scene"l
"Revolution of L688"; and "Bear Dance."

For more information, or to place an order, call toll-free,
1-800-ss4-9862.

4. Additional Activities
. Students can investigate a specific religious conflict that inter-

ests them, but encourage them to critically examine the issue to
determine whether religious difference is truly the underlying
cause.

. Students can investigate their own community or state history,
identifying different religious backgrounds of settlers, where

39
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people with various religions settled, and whether different
religious groups either assimilated or came into conflict with
local traditions.

Examine other religious conflicts in North America. For exam-
ple, have students go to the library to find materials about the
religious persecution of the Mormons in the nineteenth cen-
tury; or search for information about the treatment of various
religious cults (e.g., the Branch Davidians, the Unification
Church, or the People's Temple of Jonestown, Guyana.)

Find recipes and have students cook foods from India.
Describe how the foods reflect that country's culture and
environment.

5. Writing
Have students write essays on how people's perceptions of
others' religious expressions can cause conflict.

Show the film Gandhi and have students complete a report
describing the events depicted concerning India's independence
from Britain.

6. Outside Experts
Invite guests from India andlor Pakistan to speak with the class

on customs and social structure of the two countries.

J
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Rel ig ions of  India

Directions: On the outline map on page 2 of this Activity
of India's states and territories. Use the data given on Table 1
DataBook, which shows the percentages of the population in

Yellow: Sikhism

White: Other

GIGI

Religious Conflict

Lesson 2

show the major religion of each
on page 16 rn the Student
each state belonging to each

religion.

1.. With colored pencils, use one color for each state or territory to show the religion with
the largest percentage. Use a color scheme such as the following, or make up your own:

Green: Hinduism

Orange: Islam

Red: Christianity

For example, the majority of the population in Goa is Hindu, so that state would be
colored green. Be sure to complete the key on your map.

2. After completing your map, answer the following questions:

1.. 
'What 

is the locational pattern of the major religions in India?

2. Which religion of India has the most followers?

3. If religious boundaries are stronger than
have the greatest resentment toward the
\7hy?

political boundaries,
politically dominant

which states might
Hindu population?
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1,. 
.What 

is the locational pattern of the majority religions in India?

[Hinduism is the maiority rel iqion in al l  states in lndia except in the northwest and

northeast.  Sikhism is the maior i ty rel iq ion in Puniab, and ls lam is the maior i tv

rel iq ion in lammu and Kashmir.  Chr ist iani ty is the maior i ty rel iq ion in three

northeastern states, and "Other" (in this case. Buddhism) is the maioritv in

Arunachal Pradesh, in the extreme northeast.l

2. Which religion of India has the most followers?

f Based on Table 1. al l  of the most populous states have a sizable Hindu maioritv.

Therefore, it is reasonable for students to speculate that Hindus are the larqest qroup

(as conf i rmed bv Fiqure 3 on paqe 17 in the Student DataBook). ]

3. If religious boundaries are stronger than political boundaries, which states might have
the greatest resentment toward the politically dominant Hindu population? XThy?

lPuniab.  wi th  a Sikh maior i tv .  and lammu and Kashmir .  wi th  a Musl im maior i tv .  are

two states without Hindu maiorit ies and therefore are l ikelv to resent beinq

control led bv Hindus. There might also be resentment bv the Chr ist ian and Buddhist

maioritv populations found in the small northeastern states.l
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Kashmir Simulat ion

GIGI

Religious Conflict

Lesson 3

Directions: During this activity you will assume the role of a person involved in the
Kashmir conflict. Four groups, the Kashmir Independence Movement, the Muslim
Fundamentalist Organization, the Government of India, and the Government of Pakistan,
will argue their positions to the United Nations delegation. These roles are described in the
subsequent pages. The steps of this simulation are as follows:

1,. You will meet with other members of your group, study your role, and select a
spokesperson.
Your group will prepare for the UN meeting by writing a statement. The state-
ment can include your group's background and experiences in Kashmir, and
what you want the UN to do to resolve the conflict.
Your spokesperson will present your group's statement.
The group will help your spokesperson answer any questions from the UN.
The UN will meet to determine what recommendations it will make to the
Security Council.

6. The UN will present its recommendations to the class, including its justifications
for its decisions.

3.
4 .
5 .
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Kashmir Independence Movement

GIGI

Religious Confltct

Lesson 3

You are a member of the Kashmir IndependenceMovement (KIM), which is
You believe that the state ofan organrzation seeking independence for Kashmir.

Kashmir should gain independence from India and
Pakistan. The KIM is well known for its terrorism
military force.

The KIM was receiving financial backing from Pakistan until I(ashmir decided to
proclaim independence rather than fight to join Pakistan. Pakistan no longer wants
to send your group the needed military equipment and supplies without a g:uarantee
it will fight to join Pakistan. Kashmir feels Pakistan is economically weak, with a
government that can be just as dictatorial as India's. Kashmir does not want to
merely exchange its present slavery status for a new master.

You have asked the Organizatron of Islamic Countries (OIC) to help finance
you. You stillyour fight for independence, but so far the OIC has not supported

hope the Islamic countries of the world will recognrze yolr plight
Kashmir achieve complete independence.

and come to help

remain independent from
and willingness to use strong
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Muslim Fundamental ist  Organizat ion

As a Kashmiri Muslim, you have watched the continuing disputes between
Pakistan and India. You are convinced that the time is ripe to separate from India
and join Pakistan. You want to join Pakistan in a holy war against India.

Your Muslim Fundamentalist Organization (MFO) includes over 30 different
factions or smaller groups having different objectives. As a result, it is difficult to
identify a leader or create a plan of action. Every faction has its own idea of how to
achieve independence from India and unity with Pakistan.

Most participants agree that the fundamental Islamic beliefs must be followed.
Currentlg you are very concerned over the deplorable, non-Islamic behaviors that
are allowed in the cities of I(ashmir. Your group wants to stop the sales of liquor
immediatelg close all movie theaters, and demand that women once again cover
their faces with veils. The MFO wants to return to the basic Islamic beliefs and
remove all'Western influences from Kashmir.

In the past, the MFO has demonstrated their beliefs. On one occasion, over
8,000 Muslims from Pakistan and l(ashmir marched to the cease-fire zone demand-
ing that India allow Kashmir to join Pakistan.

You think the Pakistani government is not doing enough to help arm the MFO.
dealers into Afghanistan for financialTherefore, your group has been sending arms

and military help. And Afghani fighters have
rebel groups.

been coming to Kashmir to fight with
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Government of lndia

As a government official you know that India is a secular state, which means a
state that rs not governed according to the principles or beliefs of a certain religion.
The idea that Muslims must create their own state or become part of Pakistan
because they are a religious majority in the state of Kashmir seems irrational to you.

Just because Muslims have a majority over the Hindus in Kashmir does not justify
the creation of a new Islamic country or annexation to Pakistan. In fact, about
11 percent of India's population-about 99 million-are Muslims.

India's concern is to protect Kashmir and all of its people regardless of their reli-
gion. India wrll not give up Kashmir. You believe that India's government must take
a tough stand on this issue. Kashmir is difficult to protect and defend against rebel-
lion simply because of its location, so you know a revolution could succeed.

Your government has been very open to talks to all factions or groups involved.
You continually encourage the rebels to put down their arms and pledge their loyal-
ty to India.

The political scene in the capital, New Delhi, has been frightening. On one day
alone, over 50,000 marchers paraded down the streets denouncing the role Pakistan
has played in arming I(ashmiri Muslim rebels. The marchers demanded that the
rebel training camps in Pakistan be destroyed by the Indian army immediately.
Strong forces within India threaten a change in India's leadership if forceful action is
not taken to quell the rebellion in I(ashmir.
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Government of Pakistan

Pakistan demands that Kashmir become a paft of Pakistan. The government and
people of Pakistan firmly believe that Kashmir is a part of Pakistan, especially when
viewed historically. rX/ith the partition of India after independence from Britain,
Pakistan became an independent country based upon its Islamic religious majority.
However, Kashmir remained part of India, even though it too had a Muslim majori-
ty. Since that time, Muslims have openly rebelled against the Hindu majority of
India. Muslims believe that Kashmir should naturally become part of Pakistan.

As a government official, your concern is for the Muslims being killed and
wounded fighting in Kashmir. There are constant skirmishes across the cease-fire
line and in Kashmir's cities. Your concern is also for the Muslims in Kashmir who
are still being treated as second-class citizens by the Indian government. At times
they are not even allowed their rights to walk on the streets, and often they must
obey unreasonable curfews.

The people of Pakistan want a strong leader who will demand action to free
Kashmir and the majority of Muslims living there. The Muslims of Pakistan have
supported strong leaders willing to stand up against India. They recently overthrew
one Prime Minister who took little action against India in support of the Muslims in
I(ashmir. The feeling of the Pakistani people is very strong. They have repeatedly
voiced their opinion to unite with their fellow Muslims in Kashmir.
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United Nations Delegation

As a member of this delegation, your job is to examine the information, listen to
the different groups, and make a recommendation to the Security Council of the
United Nations. Your recommendation should be supported by the information and
suggested resolutions presented by the various groups.

You are very concerned over the threat of nuclear war, since both India and
Pakistan have nuclear weapons. Reports have come from Pakistan that on occasions
of heavy ground fighting with India, Pakistani fighter jets have been observed being
fitted for nuclear warheads.

Since 1948, the UN Security Council has placed United Nations forces at the
border of Kashmir. There are approximately 40 persons in the United Nations
Military Observation Group of India and Pakistan patrolling the cease-fire line.
These troops represent eight countries. Their job is to observe and report all military
activity to the United Nations.

In 1972, the Simla Agreement ended conflict between India and Pakistan over
Kashmir. This agreement stated that the Kashmir conflict be settled between India
and Pakistan, and that no other countries can enter the dispute or take sides and
help in the conflict.
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Scatter Diagram

Directions: The purpose of Activity 3 is to supplement your visual
10 on page 40 in the Student DataBook. This will help sharpen your
lation between unemployment rate and religion in Northern Ireland.

The data in Figure 10 have been converted into the table below. On the graph provided
on the next page, make a scatter diagram of the data rn the table by plotting a point for each
district. The point for Strabane has been plotted for you. \7ith one color, plot the points rep-
resenting areas within the Belfast region, and with a different color, plot the points represent-
ing areas owtside the Belfast region. Indicate in the key which color you used to identify each
region. Then answer Questions 1 and 2 below the graph.

Unemployment rate
(percentage)

CIGI

Religious Conflict

Lesson 4

examination of Figure
description of the corre-

Catholic population
(percentage)District

Outside Belfast region
Armagh
Ballymoney
Coleraine
Cookstown
Derry
Dungannon
Fermanagh
Limavady
Magherafelt
Moyle
Newry and Mourne
Omagh
Strabane

Within Belfast region
Antrim
Ards
Ballymena
Banbridge
Belfast
Castlereagh
Carrickfergus
Craigavon
Down
Larne
Lisburn
Newtownabbey
North Down

20
20
19
36
27
29
26
27
28
25
32
22
39

1B
16
14
1.7
1.6
1B
21
17
16
12
18
1.7
16

42
2B
22
45
67
45
35
50
50
48
7I
59
59

25
1,3
17
25
33
7
8

38
56
25
20
10
9
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1,. Does the diagram show a perfect correlation between Catholic population and
unemployment? How would you describe the correlation?
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2. In trying to explain unemployment, which of the following two hypotheses do you
think is more strongly supported by your scatter diagram: \ffhat matters most in
explaining unemployment in Northern Ireland is (a) religion or (b) location? Explain
your choice.
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Catholic Population (percentage)

O wlt|. in Belfast region

O ortrld. Belfast region

1,. Does the diagram show a perfect correlation between Catholic population and unem-
ployment? How would you describe the correlation?

[No, al l  points would have to l ie alonq a straiqht l ine to show a perfect correlation.

But there is a tendency for unemployment to rise as the percentaqe of Catholic

population rises. A lack of a stronq correlation suqqests that there are reasons other

than reliqion to explain the pattern of unemployment.l
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How Well Has TVA Worked?
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Lesson 4

2. In trying to explain unemployment, which of the following two hypotheses do you
think is more strongly supported by your scatter diagram: 

'S7hat 
matters most in

explaining unemployment in Northern Ireland is (a) religion or (b) location? Explain
your choice.

lConsiderinq al l  areas, the unemployment rate tends to r ise as the percentaqe of

Catholics rises. This relationship holds. althouoh less stronolv. for areas outside the

Belfast reoion. but there is no such relationship inside the Belfast reoion. Because

points cluster bv reqion-areas outside the Belfast reqion have almost uniformlv

higher unemplovment than areas inside the Belfast reqion-the location hypothesis

(b) seems the better of the two.l
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GIGI National
F ield Trial Locations

Anchorage, AI(

Juneau, AI(

Birmingham, AL

Grove Hill, AL

Ventura, CA

Arvada, CO

Boulder, CO

Colorado Springs, CO

Lakewood, CO
-Westminster, CO

Wilmington, DE

Nokomis, FL

Lithonia, GA

Marietta, GA

Beckemeyer, IL

Red Bud, IL

Lafayette, IN

La Porte, IN

Merrillville, IN

Mishawaka, IN

Eldorado, I(S

Morgantown, I(Y

Lowell, MA

South Hamilton, MA

N7estborough, MA

Annapolis, MD

Baltimore, MD

Pasadena, MD

Detroit, MI

Mt. Pleasant, MI

Rochester Hills, MI

South Haven, MI

St. Joseph,, MI

Jefferson City, MO

Raymondville', MO

St. Louis, MO

McComb,, MS

Boone, NC

Charlotte, NC

Oxford,, NE

Franklin Lakes, NJ

Lakewood, NJ

Salem, OH

Pawnee, OI(

Milwaukie, OR

Portland, OR

Armagh, PA

Mercersburg, PA

Spring Mills, PA

State College, PA

Swiftwater, PA

Easley SC

Alamo, TN

Evansville, TN

Madison, TN

El Paso, TX

Gonzales, TX

Houston, TX

I(ingwood, TX

San Antonio, TX

Tyler, TX

Centerville, UT

Pleasant Grove, UT

Salt Lake City, UT

Monroe, \7I

Racine, \7I

Cheyenne, rWY
'Worland, tWY
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W 
Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

Religious Conflict

here do religious differences

contribute to conflict?

\fhat do you know about religious conflict?
'lfhat 

causes religious conflict?

Do you think religious conflicts are only about

religion?

How do religious conflicts change peoples and places?

a

a

a

Newspapers and television remind us every lay of how much

conflict there is in the world among peoples and nations. Religion,

one of the most powerful of culture traits, is a central_issue in many

of these conflicts. Religion is reflected in the philosophies, art,

architecture, and leadership that influence everyone's lives today'

Religions have provided cohesiveness in societies, as people observe

religious practices collectively.
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

In

I

Words
partit ion

region

rel ig ion

state

subcont inent

terrorism

Where in the world do
you find religious conflict?

Objectives

this lesson, you will

Locate places having
religious conflicts.

Begin to identify reasons
for religious conflicts.

Glossary
Buddhism

Christianity

H indu ism

ls lam

Judaism

mosque

Prayer in  India.
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6 Geographic Inqwiry into Global Issues

Orj
RrorrNG CoNuNUEs UNaSATED:

I)BnrH Tor-L rN InPra Nnans 70O

ArrBn MosQUE RazrNc

throughout India yesterday in a third

day of religious violence'
Reports said nearly 700 people died

in Hindu-Muslirn fighting, including

200 yesterdrY alone.
Zealots, acting in the nafiIe oI

religion, left a trail of brutality and

desecration as they battled over the

demol i t ion  o f  an  anc ien t  rnosque l in

the town of AYodhYal bY Hindu

extremists on SundaY.

ew Delhi, India-Rioters
wielding hatchets and home-

made bombs ramPaged

Since then, BombaY's massive

slum district, Dharabi, a patchwork of

Hindu and Muslim colonies, has

b e c o m e a w a r z o n e . . . .
Devout Hindus believe the 430-

year-old mosque stood on the ruins of

a prehistoric Hindu shrine marking

the bir thplace of Rama' an impotlant

god in Hindu mYthologY'
The mosque's destruction promptect

widespread savagery and destruct ion

in India and in neighboring Pakistan

and Banglardesh (Associated Press

1992, page 12N).

I(nr THnBE rN INPrn
Srrcrs Arra.cr Bust

ew Delhi, tndia-Sikh rnili-

tants attacked a bus in Punjab,

killing three members of the

governing Congress PartY as they

traveled to a mass rally agatnst terror-

ism and religious intolerance yester-

day (Associated Press 1993, Page
lsA).

you hear about of see the results of religious conflict thror-rgh

,..*, ,.fofts, such as the ones above. Many of these co_nflicts are life

thr.nt.ning, destructive, and seem to be never-ending (Figure 1 on

oaee 5). But occastotnliy a glimmer of hope shines through when a

,to"rv ,.t.h as the following is reported'
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

'corifllct share?

6. Which areas of conflict seem to be the most publicized?
whv?

7. Why does there seem to be little evidence of religious
conflict in the Western Hemisphere?

8. What are some reasons-other than religion-for conflict
among religious groups?

9. Are there any conflicts over religious differences where
you live?

Here are brief profiles of some of the major religious conflicts
taking place in the world rn 1'994, when this book was written. What
is the current status of these conflicts? Why do you think change
has-or has not-taken place?

Northern lreland

Ireland, a predominantly Roman Catholic island, revolted in
1919 agarnst the ruling British, who were largely Protestant. The rev-

olution ended in the division of the island into the independent-and
mostly Catholic-Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, which
remained part of the United I(ingdom. Catholics who lived in
Northern Ireland preferred to remain with the rest of free Ireland.
Terrorist activities and violence conducted by the rebel faction called
the Irish Republican Army (IRA) and by factions of the Protestant
group have continued over the years.

Bosnia-Herzegovina

This former Yugoslav republic declared its independence in 1992

and almost immediately plunged into a three-way civil war. The terri-
tory of Bosnia is contested among Croats, Serbs, and Bosnian
Muslims. Although the reasons for this war are largely political, reli-
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10 Geographic lnqwiry into GIobaI Issues

Nigeria

Nigeria has two main religi.ous regions' The-northern part of the

. e ",;,y n ̂: i. r: iiill * *ill;: iru'ffi i f;;,q^ruIll.1: i :
Christian' wltn a l

mixture of Muslim;-;;J Christians "ti 
pt"pft *ho follt'* tradition-

al African ,.rigioJl' *h'i ;;; r ' ,""1 
""'n 

uit itr in'manv gods and

sp irits F o. -u,'v f); ?':'\;;;i1 l*:#tn 
"l* 

31,*l' "'""s 
a nd

.fnfli.t between its Muslim nortn ar

Chad

This landlocked country covers a large area 
!11|as 

a very sparse

popurationR.us:;;;'"'"'"lt^:*:*:rttiTJ[""y"Tlil1'*l-
I * i':Tffi ffi tJlT.,:ffi I#: i'""il; i" ̂ " "'r'"'" ch a d

Sudan

As in Chad, Muslims are the maioritv "t j!:T::lation 
in the

north. rt" p"opi" il;h;;n Sudan are predominantlv Christian or

followers of rr#,io";ieiri."" r.figi;nr. Civil war.erupted in L983

when th. gou"'I-t"' or Sudan';;;;;ii;Jbv rtt"'ti-i adopted the

Islamic tn*' nti'?i;;''h;;;*rt"t"^t""-Muslims 
to live under

them. Thousands of p.eople Uttn*i'"i"g*t {rom this war; food

shortages h""t;;;;; many deaths in the refugee camps'

Sri Lanka

Three major groups populate the island of Sri Lanka: Buddhist'

Hindu,andMui im'-Minor i t " ' " tpt f" f i t "1tht 'v lebeingtreated
with prejuditt;;ili"'i"-'i"utLJ' 

itto"tunds of peoole have been

kirled in fighting among.ther" gr;;;;; ",rd 
thonsu"d'-'no" have left

their home' n'"'i the naiion to escape the war'

Phil iPPines

over 80 percent of the Filipinos are Roman gltnttt:1i*::.ttt'

are protest""r'""Jivfuslim. N[uslims are affempting to galn more

democratit ;f,;t' ;;il;t M;;l.tt have rebelled against the gov-

ernment'

0)
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l raq

About 80 percent of the population are Arabs and 15 percent are

I(urds. The Arabs living in central and southern Iraq are mainly fol-

lowers of a branch of Islam called Shi'ah. The I(urds, who live in

nofthern Iraq, are members of the Sunni branch of Islam. The Iraqi

government has promised more self-government for the I(urds, yet

ilghting continues. The I(urds want their own country independent

from Shi'ah control.

l ran

Iran is an Islamic state, controlled by religious leaders.

Opposition to Islamic religious rule and laws is not allowed. Shi'ah

Muslims account for 90 percent of the population and Sunni

Muslims account for B percent. The largest religious minorit5 the

Bahn, are forbidden to practice their faith. There is little toleration

for Christians, Jews, or other religious minorities.

(

f

:  t :  , ,,

In  l raq,  young female guerr i l las in  t radi t ional  Kurdish garb hold deadly accessor ies.
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ffi.
Where do the religions

of India come into conflict?

Objectives

In this lesson, you will

. Identify major religions of
India and discover India's
religious regions.

' Hypothesize where
religious conflict might
occur in India.

Glossary Words

Buddhism

ChristianitY

Hindu ism

lslam

region

rel ig ion

state

subcontinent

what are lndia's maior religions and where are

they found?
In Lesson 1 you identified India as a country experiencing reli-

gious conflicts. in this lesson, you will consider reasons for these con-

flicts. India has been influenced by and has influenced many diff-erent

counrries and cultures. Two of the world's great religions-Bud9li:-

and Hinduirl-originated in India and spread to other parts of Asia'

other religions, ,.rJh u, christianity anl lslam, were introduced to

India by invasions of neighboring peoples. Arab conquerors reached
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Table 1 Religions of India bY state

Population 1991
(millions)

Percentage of population by religion

Hinduism lslam ihiistianity Sikhism Other

States
Uttar Pradesh 1 39'0

B ihar  86 .3

Maharashtra 78.7

West Bengal 68.0

Andhra Pradesh 66'4

Madhya Pradesh 66.1

Tamil  Nadu 55'6

Karnataka 44.8

Raiasthan 43'9

Cujarat 41.2

Or issa  31 .5

Kerala 29.0

Assam 22.3

Puniab 2O'2

Haryana 16 .3

lammu
and Kashmir 7.7

Himachal Pradesh 5.1

Tripura 2'7

M a n i p u r  1 ' 8

MeghalaYa 1'8

Naga land 1 .2

C o a  1 . 2

Arunachal Pradesh 0.9

Mizoram 0.7

Sikkim 0.4

Territories
Delhi  9.4

Pondicherry 0.8

Chandigarh 0.6

Andaman
and Nicobar ls '  0.3

Dadra and
Nagar Havel i  0 '1

Daman and Diu 0.1

Lakshadweep 0.1

89
8 3
BO
7 7
88
92
89
84
89
90
95
59
7 3
36
90

I

1
1
1

2
1
6
2

8
1 5
1 0
22
1 0

6
5

1 3
8
9
2

2 1
24

1
3

64
2
7
8
3
I

5

;

2
I

9

1

I

2
1
,|

I

2
2
3

28
4

65
8

30

62
7

;
20

3
1

;
30
55
8 3
30

5
85

3

9
1

2
30

33
94
90
59
14
12
65
30
7

65

82
84
74

96
65

4

9
7
2

1
I

5
96

10

8

2 3

I

1
I

Note: - = lessthan 1 Percent'

sources.. Europa wortd vei sook 1gg2; Covernment of lndia 1 980; U.s. Central Intelligence

Agency 198'l .
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18 Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

1; What are the differences between the percentage of
population following the maior religions of Pakistan and
India?

2. \7hy do you think Christianity and Hinduism are not
shown in Figure 2?

3. What is the approximate ratio of Hindus to Muslims
India?

4. lfhy do you think Pakistan is so heavily Muslim and
India is so heavily Hindu?

5. What do you think it would be like to be a Muslim in
India, a Hindu in Pakistan ) or a Christian in either India
or Pakistan?

@
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lands in the southwest. For much of its history, I(ashmir has been

,.gnrd.d as a garden paradise because of i ts beautiful mountains,

lakes, and wildf lowers.

Drl

t
Ya rka n d,'f
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;- !- f-a a1

CHINA
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=

K a r a k o r a n l .
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lfdra Pak Stat l  ceas-o I  re rre
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PAKISTAN
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PAKISTAN

t . Kashmir.

1 0 0

5 0 k

L
"r,r,-L

t

i 1 ,

INDIA

I(ashmir 's ancient history began 5'000 years ago when it  lay on

the far norrhern frontier of ihe H"tnppn culture, t lne of the earl iest

known civi l izations in the world. The people developed their civi l iza-

ilon olu,-rg the valley of the Inilus Rivei. The river begins high in the

Himalaya Mountains, flows through I(ashmir, and then through the

center of Pakistan. The river and the warm, dry cl imate of the Indus

vutt.y provided conditions favorable to agricultural production and

the growth of large urban populations'

i(ashmir was invaderl by iurrounding peoples and empires many

times over thousands of years. Most of these invasions came ovef-

land from the north and west (Figure 5 on page 21)' Different peo-

'sHMlR]AJrKrsrAf \
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Religiows Conflict 2l

ples brought in new ideas that influenced the region,s government,
religion, boundaries, and language. At one time]in the"ninth and
l:l+ cenruries, it was the most- iLportant power in the upper Indus
valley, and its dominion extended tu., -.rih of what is today the
Punjab region of Pakistan and India.

It often took hundreds of years for the impact from the outside
world to affect the. interior region of India. rh. lo"g Jistances that
conquering forces had to travel and the primitive -Ld., of trans_
portation made invasions slow and diffiiult. India was somewhar
isolated, being primarily surrounded by an ."*r.riu. -Juntain range
and uncharted oceans.

,-J

PAKISTAN

\-.r

O1994,  Encyc loped ia  Br i tann ica ,  lnc

MYANMAR

BAYOFBENGAL \
)

ln,u,
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Figure Major invasion routes into India.
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7. Why ctro you think the invasi<)n path fronr tire north'wcst i l
was r.iscctr so oftcm? 
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t r ies (Marsha l l1991) .Th fa l lowedeachSta te todetermine i tsown
future. The British;;";;Jto maintain existing culture_s and bound-

aries. The weste." ;;;i;;;which w-as overwhelminglv Muslim'

demanded rh. ..."iiJ" of 
" 

^t* Muslim nation' The new nation

would be called P;it"*;, 
"'"u"i"g 

"land of the pt"9"' The heavily

Muslim southeasti;;ffi ;i,t-,. riru.o"rinent was also originallv

part of Pakistan. t\" igll i t became the separate c-o-untry of

Bangladesh.)  The remaining states * t"  p ' i tar i ly  Hindu'  and they

""iria 
to form modern India (Gupta 1966)'

TheMaha,uinof l<ushmirchosetoremainindependentandnot
join either India 

"r"p;ki;;;n. 
But the Muslim majority demanded that

I(ashmir become ;;;;?P;kistan' Muslim militarv forces from

pakistan began iniading l(ashmir t_o free the Muslims. The Mahanla

then called fo, 
",'i'*Jt 

f'o- the Indian army'which was airlifted

;;il;;;;"l "f 
s;;;; at, and!: 9'-*"'6 

an asreement making

Kashmir part of i"Ji"-tc"p ta Pee; cuptu 1968; Lamb 1992 World

B ook" EncY cloP edia 1'9 89)'

Muslim ref ugees flee to Pakista n in 1947 '
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11. If  you were a l(ashmiri,  why would you f ind-it  easier to

export your timber and othef proclllcts to Pakistan rather

than to India?
.12. \X/hy do you think I(ashmir

developed state in India?
the least cconomicallY

13. \What rolc n-right l(ashrnir's resources

tl"re union of l(ashmir with Pakistan?

I(ashmir as an lndian statc?

have
Or of

ln promotlllg
keep ing

Part 3:  Rel igious discr iminat ion

Many I - l inc lUs encl  Mr- rs l in ts  havc l ivcc l  pcaccf t r l ly  es nc ighbt l rs  in

l(rtsl-rrnir for nrrrny ycrtrs. [Jlt t  sotl-tc Muslirr ls clrt i t l i  thcy srrFfcr- frottt

prc jLrd icc an.1 . l iscr i ' r i ' r r t i .n .  F. r  cx.nrp le,  5y law,  Mt ls l i r l rs  h .vcr

.q l - , " r  r ights  t ( )  iOb Opporruni t ics ,  but  thcy c l r l inr  t l rcy er t :  c l iscr i r l r i r l -

atccl against irr cntpl i)yl lrcrrt cvctr t [gltgl-r thcy r lrc thc nreigrity i lr

I(rrshnrir (Trrblc 2 orr ;rrrgc 27).
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The Indus River  basin in  Palc is tan.
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What attempts have been taken to resolve
this issue?

Kashmir has suffered constant turmoil since the subcontinent was

partitioned in 1.947. Muslims there believe they should have been
joined to Pakistan, and the Hindus believe they should remain a state

of India. To complicate matters more, I(ashmir separatists have been

waging armed rebellion, trying to create an independent state.
Attempts to resolve this issue began almost at the same time as

partition. Open hostility and fighting broke out, and the United

Nations was called to intercede almost immediately. A long and con-

tinuing process to resolve this conflict followed (Table 5 on page 29).

Muslim demonstrators
burn the Indian f lag in
a protest demanding
secession of Kashmir.
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eral public (Bose et a|.1.990; Asia'Watch 1'993). Newspaper head-

lines in the 1990s showed the heightened intensity of the conflict'

, , lndia tanks on border of Pakistan; disputed Kashmir area key

to clashes" (Denver Post1990)
,,Mos|ems short on guns, |ong on faith; p|otters brewing up

holy war with Hindus to sever t ies to India" (Rocky Mountain News

1990)
,, ihe Kashmir question: could fresh trouble on the lndo-

Pakistani border spark the world's f irst-ever nuclear exchange?"

(MacFarquhar  1990)
"Pakistani pol ice gunfire halts Kashmiri

(Denver Post 1992)

@

suic ide race in to Ind ia"

"lndian troops f ire at Kashmiris" (Anderson1e93)

In October and November 1,993, a small group of I(ashmiri

tants took over the Hazratbal Mosque in srinagar, I(ashmir.

Hazratbal is famous for a relic kept there of a hair of the Prophet

Mohammed, and it is considered by Muslims to be the holiest site in

I(ashmir. The militants, demanding I(ashmir's independence, were

besieged in the mosque for 15 days. Their demands wefe not met but

they iid embarrass the Indian central government 1"9. bring interna-

tional attention to their cause (Baweja 1993). The Indian government

showed mole caution in this case than in its earlier storming of the

Sikh's golden temple in Amritsar, which led to riots in maly cities

and tolhe assassination of Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.

Pakistan succeeded in getting the united Nations Human Rights

Commission to consider a motion to condemn India for abuses in

I(ashmir, but the motion was defeated (Gupta 1994)'

t7. vharrole has the united Nations played in the dispute

over Kashmir? How effective has the UN been in

resolving this conflict?

considered one o{ international18.

19.

resolution
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fighting to separate Northern Ireland from British control and incor-

p6r"t. it intothe Irish Republic. Protestants in Northern Ireland are

?ightitrg to retain British control, because they w_ould become the

mi.rotiiy should Northern Ireland join the Republic'

The Brit ish lsles, showing both the United Kingdom
(including Northern l re land) and the Republ ic of  l re land.

BRITISH ISLES18il'^ilw:' -#"

ORKNEY
ISLANNORTH

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Qn

o
{'&
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U NITED
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NORTH
SEA
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Figure 6
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1874

1919

1921

1948

The Home Rule Movement was created to unify the lrish

into a powerful organization' lt began to demand lrish

inJ"p"nO"nce from the United Kingdom'

The Anglo-lrish War began as a revolution by the lrish

,guin;,'Bii,ith rule. lt w"as also the beginning of the pow-

erful  use and inf luence of the l r ish Republ ican Army ( lRA)'

The Anglo-lrish Treaty formally ende! the,war and parti-

tioned the lrish Free (tate from Northern lreland' The lrish

i["-i,u,u controlled its own government and was made

,'p 
"iiO 

itrth counties' North-ern lreland was created from

the six remaining count ies'  Northern l reland remained a

;; ; i ; i the unitJd Kingdom and had only l imited control

[u"i fo.uf policies' Alriost immediately the Catholic

minori ty in Northern l reland demanded union with the

lrish Free State.

T h e l r i s h F r e e S t a t e f o r m a | | y b e c a m e a n i n d e p e n d e n t
ioun,ty cal led the Republ ic of l reland'  Jo9uV 

i t  is com-

monly referred to as ireland' Northern lreland remains a

prt, 6t ,t 't" United Kingdom (which also includes England'

Scot land, and Wales; i l l four countr ies are under one gov-

ernment whose caPital is London)'

Sources'. U.S' Department of Statef  S9i ;  WotfO Book Encyclopedia 1989'

\ilhich events contributed

and England?

t0 the conflict between Ireland

3. \fhat attitude did the English have toward

;;;-."L"'e lands. alreadY :::lli:1:Y

the Irish that

il;;;i;t\rhnloth.' examples of this kind of behavior

can you Provide?

4. \{/hv do vou think Northern Ireland

with the RePubl ic of  l re land?

0r

not united

2. How did events in the 1500s bring advantages to
" ^g"giitft 

and disadvantages to the Irish?
the

1..
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Figure 7 The 32 counties of lreland and Northern lreland' The six

counties that make';; Nilhern lreland are in the darker

shade.

Theorgan|Z^ t |o | lo f theCatho l i cChurchd idnotchangewhenthe
island of Ireland *", p"tiiiioned into two political entities' The

Roman catholic d;i; ilireland is divided into four archdioceses'

namel% Armagh,l';;,';;Lft"' ""a 
Cashel' The four archdioceses

are fuither divided int;zzsmalier areas, called dioceses (Figure 8
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k

what other social Gonditions contribute to

the conflict?
Manywhostudytheconf l ic t inNor thern l re landarguethat i t . is

based on more than religious differences. Additional causes for this

conflict .nn U. i.""a in"social conditions. Catholics in Northern

Ireland fr.q"*iy claim that.they are treated.with prejudice and dis-

cr iminat ion insuchareasashousing 'educat io-n 'andemployment '
F iguregshowsunemployment in th.u ' ' i t .dKingdomandNorthern
Ireland *i,rr t"r"."n.. ,o'c",holic and non-catholic populations'
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and around Belfast' the capital' Belfast is a port'-where most of

Northern tr.lnr.d', ir.J."t'inl and business complexes are located'

i;;;i[ west from Belfast, one finds.fewer industries'

In Northerr. fr.tn"Jas'a whole' there are two Catholics for every

threeProtestants .Butagain, thereareplace- to-p lacevar ia t ions inthe

;;,"g.s of Catholicl and non-Catholics within Northern Ireland'

Thegreatestconcent fat ionsofProtestantsafefoundinandaround
g.trn"rr, while turg., p.r.entages of catholics are found ro the west'

in the more ,.rrut ,.gion. rhigsl unemployment rates and the per-

centages of ,ron-Cutiolics for districts in Northern Ireland are shown

i; Ftg;t. 10 below. Although Figure 10 gives 1981' dara' the basic

patte-*rn shown has persisted for many years'

{

UNEMPLOYMENTIN NORTHERN IRELAND O(

Nor th  Down

U nemploYment and non-Cathol ics,
Northern l re land, 1981 '

UnemPlovment rate for dlstr  ct

W zavo und ou",

l-__-] zox to zgx

I  unaerzoz,

Boundary of Belfast fegion

Percenlage of Catho c
populal ion ln boldface

{ ara'
/ r\13
d.",.br""1,

'^._--.1 /
/ l

Po*n 1
56

@1994,  Encyc lop€d ia  Br i tann ica ,  Inc

Figure ' lO
percentages by area in
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Figure 11 Deaths in Northern lreland related to the conflict,
1969-1988.

Source'. Wright 1989'

Education

Two separate school systems have developed in Northern Ireland

since the partition of Ireland: private Catholic schools, and state

schools *hor. enrollment is 95 percent Protestant. A problem for

parents is what their children are being taught in these schools. For

instance, in history classes, historical figures such as the people w-ho

started the Protestant Reformation are sometimes seen as heroes by

Protestants but as villains by Catholics. On the other hand, revolu-

tionary activities that led to the independence of Ireland can be

viewed as heroic acts by Catholics but as treason by Protestants.

Both Protestants and Catholics demand that their history and values

be taught. Despite these problems in elementary schools, higher edu-

cation can be a po*erfuf force in the lives of some individuals' as the

following story shows.
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17. Would you consider this a war between two armies
. '. ',or a ibvblution between two peoples? Explain, using

. infor*atioir.fa'ofn'tiS;"i.,:!.'. :. .. .
18. \fhat is your evaluation of the effditiveness of the four

approaches in resolving the conflict?

19. What happens to the local economy when young people
must seek employment outside of their own community?

20. Give some examples of conflicts in the United States over
the issues of employment, education, integration, and
social improvements.

Developments in 1994, including a cease-fire, held out hope that
the conflict might finally be resolved. But as the following story
reports, some people in Northern Ireland remained skeptical. What
does this story tell you about how the religious conflict in Northern
Ireland affects people's everyday lives?

British soldiers set up a
roadblock in  Bel fast  af ter
a terrorist bombing.
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ffi: t t

Glossary
Words

archaeology

cairn

polygamy

Stonehenge

Whv does the United States
have religious conflict?

Objectives

In this lesson, you will

. Consider cases in which
freedom of religion was
restricted in the United
States.

. Evaluate conflicts over
traditional Native
American religions.

. Describe how to resolve
a conflict over the use
of a Native American
religious site.

How do religious conflicts occur in the United
States?

The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution starts out this way:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. . . ." The United States was
founded on this principle of religious freedom, yet it is by no means
free from religious conflict. Differences in religion cause conflicts in
the United States. Although these conflicts seldom lead to violence
and bloodshed, they still have deeply affected the lives of many
people.
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Why are there conflicts concerning the
traditional religions of Native Americans?

Religious conflicts between Native Americans and other peoples

in the United States have a long history. TypicallS the issue of reli-

gious freedom is at the heart of these conflicts. Native Americans

irg1r. that they should be allowed to practice their traditional reli-

gions without interference. But many of the traditional sacred places

of Native American religions are now being used for other purposes.

This has led to land-use conflicts in places such as South Dakota's

Black Hills-a sacred site of the Lakota Sioux-that became a major

tourist attraction after Mount Rushmore was carved. Other conflicts

have occurred where Native American burial grounds were discov-

ered when new buildings or communities were being excavated.

Should traditional Native American religious sites, ceremonies, or

symbols be used by non-Native Americans? The following news

story tells about the controversy caused when a couple who were not

Native Americans practiced a Native American ritual'

NoN-In+nrnNSt Usn' oF RrruALS
OrnnNDs Nnuvn AnnERTcANS

ioga, Texas-Each SaturdaY,
Darrel Hillbick asks the Stone
Peoole to release ancient

American Indian teachings through
steam rising from heated rocks

splashed with water.
Perspiration drips from his body as

mist from the holy water and heated

rocks turns the ceremonial lodge of

willow and tarpaulin into a sauna for

spiritual cleansing.
Sitting in total darkness with his

followers, the 45-year-old white man

tries to summon spirits through Native

American song and prayer.
The former United Methodist min-

ister and psychotherapist said he can't
put a price on the spiritual healing he

shares though his rendition of a sweat-
lodge ceremony, an Indian purifica-

tion rite. But he and his partner, Jenny

Kays, advertise a $20 admission fee

for those who come to Healing
Springs Ranch fTexas] to experience
the ceremony.

Non-Indians practicing American
Indian culture for profit has become a

national trend in recent Years.
Everything from medicine pouches to

sacred rituals are sold, some adver-
tised in the back pages of New Age
magazines, newsletters, and directo-
ries.

It's a trend that many Native
Americans consider sacrilegious' ' . .

Clyde Bellecourt, co-founder of the
American Indian Movement . . . said
"hundreds of thousands" of non-

Indians across the United States
exploit native culture by selling what
they know about traditional beliefs
andceremonies . . . .

I
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The Medicine'Wheel site is currently being used for religious cere-

monies by Native Americans, who consider it a religious symbol
(Wilkinson 1,991,). But because it lies within a National Forest, it is

open to visits from anyone. The Medicine ril/heel is a place that can

also have special meaning to non-Native Americans, aS you can See

in the following passage. This was written by a woman, I(athryn

Marshall, who was seeking peace and solace during a difficult time in

her life.

A Vrsrr ro rHE MBnrcrNE WrrBrr
I've come to the Medicine Wheel for a reason: what it is, I don't yet know. All

I know is that my life has recently come unmoored, and I feel paralyzed by

painful questions. . . . So I drove to the great stone wheel on Medicine Mountain

in the Big Horns of Wyoming.
Medicine Mountain is a wind-swept table-top some 10,000 feet above sea

level with a soaring view of the Big Horn Basin's rococo faults and folds. . . .

The Medicine Wheel itself is an old, stony puzzle, all the more intriguing

because it's the work of human hands [Figure 1 3 on page 5 1 ]. Composed of indi-

vidual stones, it forms a whitish circle 245 feet in circumference, with 28 irregu-

lar spokes radiating from a two-foofhigh central cairn; five more cairns are

spaced at odd intervals along the rim, and a sixth rests just outside it.

No one knows who built the Bighorn wheel, the largest and most compelling

of 40 or 50 similar structures found on the Great Plains. Even the Crows, who

discovered it around 1776, when they migrated to the Bighorn Basin, are unable

to trace its origins. And no one can say with certainty what the wheel was used

for. Some scientists think it may have been a celestial observatory, used by

astronomer-priests to predict seasonal cycles and to interpret starry messages.

Former Crow tribal chairman Robert Yellowtail believes the Bighorn wheel is an

ancient Plains Indian Sun Dance site. But how ancient? No one knows.

Astronomical and archaeological evidence conflict: The popular, though unsub-

stantiated, assumption is that the wheel is pre-Columbian.

Today's Plains Indians conduct vision quests and other ceremonies at the

Medicine Wheel, for they know that-whatever its history-the place is sacred

ground. . . .
The wire fence enclosing the wheel is thick with offerings; to my eyes, the

effect is that of a c'razy Christmas tree. As I circle the wheel, I study the offer-

ings, most of them tied in place with bits of cotton string: bones, feathers, rocks'

beadwork, wind-tattered banners, dried and plastic flowers, little bundles of

0

I
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How should the conflict over the Medicine
wheel National Historic Landmark be resolved?

The study of the Medicine'Wheel can be compared to the study of

a holy book, such as the Bible, Quran, or To.rah. As with many reli-

gions, the Medicine Wheel relatei stories of how to develop spiritual-

iy urd become more human. To go to_th9 Medicine'Wheel is to go to

a p,laceof worship. It is a place that Native Americans go t9 sJgfr

their past, their religious leaders, and the beliefs their people follow'

The Medicine $heel contains four great powers that correlate

with the cardinal directions (Figure L4 on page 53)' North represents

wisdom and is the sign of the buffalo. East represents the eagle,

which h"s the vision"to see far and wide. South is represented by the

mouse, which sees closer to the Earth. \rest is represented by. the

bear, apowerful animal. The Medicine Wheel is considered the total

universe and each pa11' of the wheel represents these parts' The part

of the universe .un b. an object, animal, family member, an idea,

thought, expression, feeling, or anything else (Storm 1.972).

Notice lio* .".h of the-iour diiections represents an animal with

specific characteristics. Native Americans believe that to 81o*, to ful-

fill their purpose in life, they must learn to travel the wheel. They

study the sign of the mouse to be able to see the world up close, but

they also stidy the eagle, to be able to see in the distance and from

urrothe, dimension. Life is the process of circling the wheel, to

grow-to become a total Person'
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Persona |o f f e r i ngs t i edon fencea roundMed ic ineWhee lNa t i ona |H is to r i cLandmark .

o

Native American oPPosition

Native American groups oppose the Forest Service,s tourism plan.

.,The federal governrient has no respect for our sacred shrine or the

Indian people *h.-;;;;iutty *ottttii there"' said William Tall Bull'

a nationally t r-to*rth?,to'in" with the Northern Cheyenne' "\qhat

would they think if we decided to erect tourist facilities next to the

National cathedral in \il/ashington and gather outside the windows

each week to watch non-Indian people p:ay?" Native Americans

believe the viewin#;ll ;.;ld d.rtioy ihe'meaning,of the site and

would invade its sii,itt'al meaning and purpose' Although the-area

would be closed ,J,tt. p"Ulic for iZ a"yt i yrut, critics say half of

thor. days fall in mo,tth' when heavy snow is on the mountain'

Native e-.ri.uns have asked the government to suspend dev.e]-

opment near the *n..r and on ,rearbiMedicine.Morrntain, consid-

;ilJ6 -n"y tribes to be "a spiritual-power point'"

Nicole Price of the Medicine Wheel Alliance, a group representlng

several tribes, .-itt"tittd the need to show respect for the Native

n.rr.ri.urrr. Sire ciaimed that the Forest service is not following a

1983 manau,. "r.uitirled by President Bush in 1989, that all agency

initiatives must be sensitive to Native American religious beliefs and

practices' "

Q,
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Subcontinent In general, a large land mass

that is part of alarger continent' As

used in this module, it refers to the
Indian subcontinent in South Asia,

on which the countries of Pakistan,

India, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Bhutan

are found.

Terrorism The use of fear and violence for
polit ical purposes.
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